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very smooth
looking young ,Hiaq and looks like
he has been welt fed and
only
teqairedio do light work, He
has, none of the appearoaces of a
hard, worked draft horse. - He is
a very, pleasant yong man to meet,
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arrived here last Friday, from surveying party that is surveying
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the Preston
Beck Grant for
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Okla was trying to make a deal
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Senator Lonroer's lobby threat
that a vote against the tainted and D. W. Bosworth, ot Stum-roo- with the Santa Fe railroad
here lat people to build a line throuj;h the
Senator means an investigation
Tex, arrived
of the election of 4 'other Sena- Tbusday to look after their real graqt. A line bed been fun by
the Santa Fe railroad people but
tors', fount suggest
pleading estate southeast of Cuervo. They
undecided whether it will be
thought to the voters of the left Monday for their homes, t; is
or not.
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and it Jack Mr.
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Jack Childers now
Fulton, Mo. was
Childers doos not bother about in
Thursday.
auch things
should
Pat
wny
Morrison and Sam Pepper bother
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about it.
MANY ACRES IK BEET3
We have heard it remarked that
Mart Brewer put, high Jife on
Porlales, N. M. Jan. ig.The
Chdder and that be left here with bet
factory is now an assured
iuch a ru b that he does not
thing, but msfcad 'of the 32.0Q0.
want 10 rerurr,
Jack uhilders acres that wm- rt'q'iired it now.
h.id his sectioi on the rsilro id in
Seems likley ilut 50,0i;0 acres will
fine yhape and it ban been said
be subscribed and and th it the
his section was in better shape
capacity of the .u tiry will be,
than any other section on this doubled, so
tint 2 000 tons of
division , It seems he was tamil- - beets can be handle t dulv. Thii
ur with the various tricks that are .immense
by the
acraja t.icr-n- l
oftnn played by the railroad men.
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would be hard to pacify the Cingalese
on board after their mutton bad been
spoiled for them through contact with
the bands of unbelievers.
"There was a great hullabaloo on
the forward deck Just as I came out of
the fore peak, and the whole pack of
brown fellows set upon me as the
nearest and handiest man on which

to wreak their vengeance, in times
like these native chaps are not re-

sponsible, practically running amuck,
and they swung bars and clubs right
and left, I ducked back Into the fore-peaIntending to get my belongings
and make a break for amidships,
where I would have the protection of
the officers, who were armed.
"When I came out again, carrying
my two elephants under my arms, the
Cingalese made for me again. Then,
as, they saw the little white elephants
i
they suddenly dropped their bars and
clubs and every man of them dropped
1
flat on deck and salaamed as if their
lives depended on It I was lucky
enough to remember the salaaming in
Calcutta and I flashed the elephants
which I had later found out had
I ONDON A wonderful transforma- - caused the respect of the city natives
Ij Uon bas been wrought In the during our walk through Calcutta. The
crown Jewels and regalia which will native sailors squirmed around and
be used at the coronation in Westminaround on their stomachs to make
ster Abbey next June, and which have sure that they would face me and the
now been restored to the Wakefield elephants as they salaamed and the
Chamber in tea Tower of London. The rebellion on board the Parisian was
bloodgreat Cullinan diamonds, the larger of successfully put down without
"
i
'"'.
which, out of compliment to United 'shed."'-'
The two little white elephants reSouth Africa, King George haa ordered to be renamed the Star of Afri- mained In a conspicuous place in the
ca, have a prominent place In the main saloon on the freighter lncake
of further emergency, but their er,v
regalia.
The Star, which weighs 616 carats, Ices were not again required on the
bas been set in the scepter near the voyage.
bead.
The smaller Cullinan stone,
whose weight is 309
carats, is FIND NEW USE FOR ALCOHOL
placed In the front of the crown which
bas been altered and enlarged and to Prof. Hill of London Invents Appathe genu In which have been added
ratus for Use In Treatment of
two new sapphires, 66 brilliants and
Pneumonia Cases.
62 roae diamonds. Both the Cullinan
diamonds can be removed from the
London. Prof. Leonard Erskine
crown and acepter when those
Hill of the London hospital has Inof power are not In use, and vented an apparatus for use in the
can then be worn by the queen as a treatment of pneumonia which is expected to prove of great service.
pendant
"For some time," says Prof. Hill,
"It has been recognized that the best
way to supply alcoholic stimulant to
the laboring heart in pneumonia is
by way of the lungs in the form of
vapor. - My apparatus arranges for a
mixed vapor of oxygen, water and alcohol, to be carried directly to the
the heart
handy a brace of souvenirs for my lungs, whence It reaches
kiddies at home as anything that I from the pulmonary veins. Thence
could get In Calcutta. With the two the stimulant Is carried directly to the
heart muscle itself by the coronary
elephants, one under each arm, we
went Into the street again and on our arteries."
Because there Is not sufficient
way to the steamer.
lung tissue left to breathe
"We noticed that every time we met with, and because the heart thereby
a little brown Cingalese on the street
falls, the Judicious administration of
he would prostrate before us, or alongheart stimulants so aa to tide this
side of us and salaam for all he was
organ over until the lung symptoms
worth. We laughed a bit about it, but subside is the chief point in the treatreally thought little about the salaamiment.
ng, although it did seem a bit queer
By using Prof. Hill's apparatus the
all the way to the wharf. On the heart can be reached
by a stimulant
wharf the whole blooming lot of na- much more accurately and cfuickly
tives fell down as we passed through than if the alcohol were given In the
on the way to the Parisian.
ordinary way.
"It was about a month or so later,
when we were going through the InStokers Lead In Suicides.
dian ocean toward the Red Sea that
hold
London. Suicides of stoke
some trouble broke out among the hands are about five times more nuCingalese on board because one of our merous than those of engine room
boys had accidentally Jostled a bit ot hands and three times more than
mutton that hung forward on deck tor among other seamen, according to a
the native mess. Of course we all board of trade report
One British
know that it Is a serious thing for Eu- seaman in every 1,500 loses his life
ropean hands to touch the food ot the from drink, but only one Lascar In
Mohammedan and we knew that it every 21,000.
--
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White Elephants Sub-d:- :
Turbulent Cingalese.

Effigies Bought

Calcutta as

In

touvenlre for "Kiddles" at
Savage
teifytlvesen
New York.

Two

Little

Home

Na- -

hip.

miniature

white el-

ephants, purchased . la Calcutta for a
COUDle of ahllllnn hv William Blake- tnan, a ship's carpenter on board the
Tllitlnh 'fretsfht ' atnamihln
"

place oa board the vessel on the
from the Indian port to New York.
"Some of the boys on the ship and
1
- - - M..I1.n. .M..HJ A. ....
hot afternoon in July," be said, "and
voy-ax-

e

1

the

tank na thrnnarh a atrstet
where there are a lot ot curio dealers.
In one of the little stores I saw two
elephants, carved out of the wood of a
cocoanul tree, and I fancied that those
two elephants, resembling the white
lephants of Slam, would be about as
walk
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WKh Restoration Power of Speech
Also Returns and Scattered
Family Reunited.
,',-'-'

s

;

Physician Declares Custom of Leav-- 1
1ng Wsrm Raiment for Cold Sheets
Injurious,

;

Denver, Col. It Is four years since
the motherless boys ot Jeremiah War
wick were placed In an Institution In
this city. For a time Warwick visited
his sons, aged at that time eight and
five years, respectively, and then his
visit ceased. There was no provision
for the boys and no relatives could be
The children wen) finally
found
placed in a home for dependent children.
A few days ago Jeremiah Warwick,
v mental wreck, whose memory was
entirely gone, waa operated on at a
hospital here and a tumor removed
from his brain. Memory and the power ot speech, which he bad also lost,
came back to him gradually, and the
other day be Inquired for his boys, regarding whom his mind had been a
blank for more than three years.
A search of state Institutions resulted in bringing father and sons together.
NEW PROJECTILE IS SUCCESS

Tests Made Near Berlin, Germany,
Show It Could Set Airships snd
Balloons Afire.

Berlin.

The

trials with

the

new

projectile, apparently fired from a
irlfie, for use against airships, which
(were carried out at the experimental
institution for band firearms at
outside Berlin, are understood
ite have yielded surprising results.

e,

fThe projectile, which Is described as
ka small shell, set Are to the balloons
through which It passed, with results
that would have been Immediately
jfatal to any airship in like case.
If the new ammunition should fully
Justify the claims made for It and
ahould eot be ruled out by the Geneva
Conventions, it would go far toward
rendering the bellicose employment ot
airships Impossible,

i

'

Relies ef Dleksns told.
London Three relies of Charles
Dickens, a lock of hair, a prayer book
and an autograph letter, were sold at
Cothebye rooms the ether day for IBS.

j
!

Is It necessary to undress
order to go to bed?
Writing under the pen name of
"Lawrence Beesley," a physician, who
In his professional capacity of ship's
doctor and also on pleasure Journeys
bas traveled over a considerable part
ot the Inhabited globe, is of opinion
it la not
London.

in

He

says:

"How often does one hear the remark, 'Mow tired I am of dressing
and undressing, of getting up and
going to bed!'
"I have made the same remark myself, and of late have simplified the
minor details of my dally routine considerably,
'
"Why should we all undress and
take oft all our clothes every night,
with the consequent redressing in the
morning! Why?
"I have lived on board ship and In
the tropics, in Canada, and in the desert ot Arabia, and I say this, that I
have been aa healthy and as fit and
Infinitely more satisfied with life under cor jitlons which practically com
polled me to Bleep In my clothes-mi- nus
boots, coat and collar.
"In
civilization, where I
live now, I have to remove every 'rag
at night, put on cold pajamas and get
Into colder sheets, and shiver (during
the cold weather) for ten mlnutets or
more, with the knowledge that in the
morning I have to dress once again
and am supposed to have a bath.
"I cannot for the life ot me see why
two hot evening baths per week
should not be sufficient for anybody
and personally I have quite given up
undressing at night, with the exception, as I said before, of boots, collar
'.
and coat,
"It Is well known that men who
"rough It,' who sleep in their clothes.
and who have not the eternal worry
of dressing and undressing, of cold
baths, cold sheets, starched collars
and all the paraphernalia
of the
town man,' are Infinitely happier.
freer, healthier and stronger than
their city brethren.
Try it Sleep la your underclothes

IT SOUNDED

Wonderful Highland Dialect Respon
sible for Wrong Impression
.
Given Divine.
Andrew Carnegie, at a dinner in
New York, talked about the Scotch
dialect.
"It's a hard lingo to understand." he
said. "It often causes awkward mis
takes.'
"Once an American divine spent
Christmas in a Highland Inn. On
Christmas morning he gave the maid
a tip of a sovereign, and he said, looking earnestly at her for she waa a
pretty maid
" 'Do you know,
Kathleen, you are a
g
very
lassie V
"Of course Kathleen was pleased.
but, being modest, she blushed like a
rose and answered:
" 'Ah, na; Ah, na! But my
klssln,

Ifyou fix! my sub-Kfanrt in vntir hale- ii$ injurious toy
tteaim maaeA r

sir,

is

'it

from bak

ing parwder
minis cant jaw

$1000
Initforjou

rr

there:

Calumet has been backed for vears by an offer
of $1,000 for any substance injurious to health
found in the baking prepared with it.
Does not this and the fact that it complies with
all pure food laws, both State and National,
prove that Calumet is absolutely pure?
With the purity question settled then Calumet
is undoubtedly the best Baking Powder.
It
contains more leavening power; it is more uniform
every can is the same. It assures
better results and is moderate in price.

mm

11

good-lookin-

Received Highest Award World's Pure Food Exposition

beautiful!'

CALUMET

"The divine frowned.
,
" 'Leave the room, you wicked
young baggage!' be said sternly.
"He didn't know, you see, that mod
est Kathleen had been simply praising
in her Highland dialect, the superior
charms of her cousin Janet of Pee
bles."

BAKING POWDER
MMMUaev

Old Houses.
Old houses have a far larger comConditions Are Only Different, No mercial value than their owners always remember. Milton's
Matter What Sentimental
observation is his "Areopagitica," "AlWriter May Assert
most as well kill a man a good book,"
The "popular" writer who bewails applies not a little to a good old
what he assumes to be the fact that building, which is not only a book but
the
mother is no more a unique manuscript that has no felis liable to defeat his own purpose if low. Address by Thomas Hardy.
that be Inculcating . in children the
To finish the moment; to find the
highest possible regard for their parents. It is a danger which even the Journey's end in each step of the
quantitative theory of literature or road; to live the greatest number of
good hours is wisdom. Emerson.
space rates cannot justify.
The mother of the past, of course,
was different from the mother of the
present, as different on the whole aa
the conditions of life then and now,
but since her daughter is the mother
of the present there must be some
Nine timet in ten whea die Giw is right ibe
points of similarity, All the good in
stoaicb tod boweu are nan.
our mothers and grandmothers cerCARTER'S LITTLE
tainly could not have vanished. It LIVER PILLS

MOTHERS OF THEN AND NOW

TIRED, SICK AND DISCOURAGED
Doan's Kidney Pills Brought Health
and Cheerfulness.
Mrs. J. P. Pemberton. S54 So. La
fayette St.. Marshall Mo., save: "For
years I suffered from Brlght's disease
which the doctors said
was incurable. I gradually grew weaker until I had to take to my
bed. The kidney secretions were suppressed,
, I bec&ma terrlhlv hlnnr.
T" ed, and finally reached
the point where I took
no Interest In life. It
was at this time I began taking Poan's
Kidney Fills and soon Improved.
When I bad used 12 boxes I was
without a sign of the trouble which
seemed to be carrying me to my grave."
Remember the name Doan's.
For sale by all dealers. 60 cents a
box. Foster-MllburCo.. Buffalo. N. Y.
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NOT EASILY

REBUFFED.

well-know- n

Make the Liver

Do its Duty

will be paying scant tribute to those
door, good women who have laid down
their precepts and examples and passed on to say so. And, of course, this
writer does not mean to do that, yet
he comes very near doing what he
does not intend.
The fallacy of the whole sentimen-

tal notion that because things and
people are not like they used
they are not as good lies in the patent fact that they cannot be alike, and

aendybta firmly

pel a Uzy liver to m
fraiwrrra
a av
do Stduiy.
I
Whittle
I
CamCoa r
r lag - - IIIVER
etipation.
mmri.
II PILLS. I
Indigee
tion,
Sick
HsMuUcha, and DUtrets after Eating.
SuQ PiD, Small Dow, SbuJQ Ptfc
m

Genuine

if they were it would simply be because of the present generation being
so much inferior to the past that it
was unable to do no more than stand
still.
A

Dr.

She No, I wouldn't marry the best
man on earth. .
He Of course not The bride never marries the best man. I er want
'
you to marry me.
An unusual

-

p.

W.

B.

Deadly Error.
Cannon of Harvard,

r

X

to-b-

Remarkable Dental Freak.
case is reported from
Parkes, N. S. W., where a young woman some time ago had 17 teeth extracted which were causing her trouflannel ehirt and socks; have two ble. Before the gums had sufficiently
hot baths a week and save hours per healed to permit of artificial teeth beannum and oceans of bad language.
ing fitted, new teeth began to make
"I am speaking as a medical man their appearance, and every one of the
17 has now been replaced in this manof twenty years' experience.
"I believe many chills are caught by ner.
the sudden change from thick, warm
flannel clothes to thin pajamas and
There'a the Rub.
ice cold sheets, which is the general
"Well," said the optimistic boarder,
custom in this country.
"there'sone thing about our boarding
"I am further ot the opinion that house; you can eat as much as you
it Is not a benefit to the Individual like there."
to open the pores of the skin by con"Of course; same as ours," replied
stant bathing or to close them sud- the pessimistic one, "you can eat as
denly by rapid changes of surface much as you like, but there's- never
temperature in a climate such as ours anything you could possibly like."
particularly such aa it has been
lately."
Important to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle of
CA8TORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
RAP AT STAGE CARICATURES Infants and children, and see that it
Bears the
Society Says Publle Is Tired of Cork' Signature ot
screw Curls as Character
In Use For Over 80 Years.
Actor's Make-Uj
t
. The Kind You Have Always Bought
New York. The National Society of
8tupld Man.
New England Women, which has head'
"My husband haa no idea of the
quarters, in this city, has begun a cru value of money."
sade protesting against the stage bur"Why, I thought he was a careful
lesques ot the typical New England business man."
woman. .,
"He thinks so, too. But he absoi "The public Is getting tired of the
lutely doesn't realize what a lovely
corkscrew curls which the stage hat I can
buy for $48.99,"
seems to consider typical of the New
is
the
statement
England women,"
One Way to Look at It.
"There are countless New England
Jinks Do you know, I was refused
plays, but who ever saw a real New three times before I found a
girl who
England woman on the stage , It would have met
eseems strange, for it would set
Blinks I see. Just like a pattnt
tors should rather have a true , H
medicine: "Well shaken before takthan a false one, even when it la ltui en."
Judge.
amusing."
Tfa a PTpnt ftrrnmnllohmont in t
able to sing, but don't lose sight of
Hla Mules Are Too Pat
New York. "Hey, Charlie," cried the fact that It s Just as great a one to
know you can't
Chief ot Police Hlggins of Glen Ridge,
N. J., to Charles Miller ot Newark, aa
OVI.Y nine "BRniMrn nnnmn the latter drove through Olen Ridge,
LAXATJVB BHOMO QUlNINa. Lonlt for
JJrtli
too
are
mules
and
.ih.
,iynBi.or oi i. n, uKuvb tM4 UM World
fat,
"your
you'll
uvw un A.J. sc.
bill
have to give them an obesity cure
Otherwise it's a cell for you." Chlel
The best way to lift men is to meet
Htgglna then showed Miller a scented them pn a level
on
missive,
pina paper, written by
woman apparently, in which eomnlaint
was made that Miller's mules were too
fat and that it was cruel to drive them
w isrs assas mom am sssisieeiess waa
In that condition. The letter was
ssjsaasnsgsirtrM
signed "A Lover ef Animals."

SLEEPING WITH CLOTHES ON

RESTORED

NOT AS BAD AS

Ask

mntixu

Signature

to see the Leather Covered
Pocket Edition

dis-

literature at a
cussing
dinner in New York, said with a
'
smile:
"This literature. In part at least, is
as flagrantly erroneous as the medical
department conducted by a young college girl in a weekly paper. A sample reply in this department ran:
" 'Bereaved. The
reply given last
week was a mistake. It should have
been ten drops of laudanum, not ten
cups of laudanum. Yes, we advocate
cremation rather than the
burial."
Placed.
Mrs. B. Is she a Mary of the vine-clad cottage?
Mrs. M. No, a Martha of the rub
t
flat. Harper's Bazar.
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THE

WORLD OVER

THE BEST STOCK
SADDLES:?;"'1:
i)

able prices, write for free
Illustrated fisktsvlfitruA.
A. H. HESS
CO.
MS Travis St.
Haniltn, Tu.

Nothing
Like
them

in

he world. CASCARETS the

biggest seller why? Because it's the best
It's
medicine foe the liver and bowels.
what they will do for you not what
we say they will do that makes
famous. Millions use
CASCARETS
Pettlt's Eye 8alve For Over 100 Years
haa been used for congeited and inflamed CASCARETS and it is all the medicine
eyes, removes film or scum over the ves. that they ever need to take.
sot
All druggists or Howard Bro.,Buffalo,lf.Y.
CASCARETS roc a box for a week's
treatment, mil druggists. Biggest seller
If every yoar wo would root out one
in the world. Million boxes a month.
vice we should sooner become perfect
men. Thomas Kempls.
PARKER'S

ber-plan-

HAIR BALSAM

The dancer

Claunu ul bmittflts tha halt.
Promote! a lnxarl.nl rrnwUi
Never fills to llMtor Orsrf
Cum nslp dlMUM ihalr hUa,

from iliiht cuts

or wounds
is always blood poisoning.
The immediate application of Hamlins Wizard Oil
makes blood poisoning impossible.

The preatest glory
people is to transmit

their children.

of a

free-bor- n

that freedom

to

Harvard.

PIMCS CURED IK

TO

-

1 DAY

iltk Niter to mn lirtUIMu

Tonr drumflut will refund money It PAZO OINTMENT falls to cum
nr
ot Itching, Blind,
Bluing ur Protruding Flits til S to UiUys. MM.

ml kj dart, wa ar

wlmi.

im

a

the name

Heavy words in meeting will not
make up for short weight in market;
Mrs. Winnows Soothing Syrop.
Forchlldren toelotnir. softens trm gumi, reducs1a
ttumwvUon,ilari pain, ourss wind oullo, 26o bulUs.
Slander soon dies if
of circulation.

you take It

Woman's

to remember

en you need a remedy
r COUCH S and COLDS

PATENTS

out
W. N.

U,

DENVER,

Dr, Pierce's Favorite Prescription
Till Prmerlptlom As, lor erer MO ream, beta
eurliti sfeica(e. area, pmlB'Wraektd women,
y the Jkcratfrasfs of tkouammdt mod thl too la
the prtrmerot tmoir hemom wttmout their Ar
lot to BBbmtt to ladtllemte aaeottoalaia mad
mttenlrolr temmimaat exmmtaatloae.

,

NO.

Ills

Many women suffer needlessly irora firlhood to womanhood and from motherhood to old ate with backache,
sleep-lea- s,
dizainesi or headache. She becomes broken-downervous . irritable and feels tired from morning to
sight. When psins and aches reek the womanly system st
frequent ' intervals, mik yttr uiigkttr about

M

B.Clmna,WaaB.

MvSiiri

4
2i'

Sick women an invited to consult in confidence by letter free. Address
World's Diapnssry Medieal Ass'a, R.V. Pierce, M. D.f Pres't, Buffalo, N. Y.
Da. Piaaca's Gsbat Family Docroa Book, The People's Common Sense
Medieal Adviser, newly revised
editioo 1000 pages, answers ta
Plain Enflisk hosts of delioate questions which every woman, single or married,
ought to kssow about. Sent free to any address on receipt of 31 one-eestamps to cover oost of wrapping and mailing euly, in Frenoh cloth binding.
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The general reader seldom cares much for the details of "scraps."
A few may have read lately some articles attacking us and may
be interested in the following
Some time ago a disagreement arose with a "Weekly." They
endorsed our foods by letter, but wanted to change the forrn of
advertising, to which we objected.

Quite a time after the advertising had been left out, an editorial
attack came. We replied in newspapers and the scrap was on.
Then came libel suits from both sides, and some harsh words.

Our Company seems prominent enough for a sensational

'miter to go after, hunt for some little spot to criticise, then distort,
twk and present it to the public under scare heads.
1

stated that we hsvs

to advertise

Grape-Nut- s

"cure-allfor everything."
never been the policy of this
or PosCompany to advertise Grape-Nuttum to cure anything.
s

It has

s

We say that in cases where coffee disagrees and is causing sickness its dismissal
will remove the cause of the trouble, and
we suggest the use of Postum for the
reason that it furnishes a hot palatable
morning beverage, and contains natural
elements from the grain which can be
used by nature to assist in rebuilding
nerve centers that coffee may have broken
down.

food does not
Likewise Grape-Nut- s
cure anything, but it does assist nature
tremendously in rebuilding, provided the
indigestible food that has been used is
taken in its
discontinued and Grape-Nut- s
place.

Charge No. 2 states that the passage
of the National Food k Drugs Act compelled us to drop from the packages some

assertions regarding the nutritive value
of Grape-NutWe "Rave"" never been ""compelled" to
make any change.
Since the beginning It has been a universal rule to print clearly on every package
exactly what the contents are made of.

days, but six months on that food alone,
we do not hesitate to say from our
long knowledge of the sustaining power
of the food that a nun at the end of
sixty days would be of practically the
same weight as when he started, if he be
a man of normal weight.
We will suppose that from his work
he lost a pound a day and made up a
pound each day from food. If that premise proved to be true the man in sixty
days' time would make sixty pounds of
tissue to replace what had been lost, and
this would be done on Grape-Nutand
milk with half the number of calories of
butter, upon which no one can sustain
life.

and

s

Therefore, we hare reason to believe
that our contention is right that con-

food like Grape-Nutcentrated
which
is partly digested and ready for easy assimilation by the body, presents more
nourishment that the system will absorb than many other forms of food, and
we will further say that in cases of digestive troubles where meat,
white breat
and oats cannot be digested, that Grape-Nut- s
and milk contain more nourishment that the system will absorb than
man)' pounds of these other foods.
.

Distortion No. 3 charges that our testimonials were practically all paid for
in Battle Creek.
These testimonials were demanded hv
the opposing lawyers. Naturally this
Before the passage of the Pure Food demand
was refused, for they are held in
Law the packages stated that Grape-Nut- s
vaults and kept safe to prove the truth,
food was made of wheat and barley.
and are not to be delivered up on demand
We did not esteem the small amount of enemies.
of salt and yeast as of value enough to
Testimony at the trial brought out the
speak of, but after the new Law came fact that we never printed a single testiin we became as technical as the offi- monial that we did not have the
genuine
cials at Washington and added the words letter hack of.
Many of these letters
"vent" and "salt," although we have came spontaneously.
A record was kept
no recollection of being asked to.
of twelve hundred and four (1204) letWe believed that our statement that ters received in one month from people
e
will supply elements to nour- who wrote that they had either entirely
ish the brain and nerve centers is true recovered their health or been benefited
and bring authorities to support the fact. by following; our suggestions on food
and beverages.
Some state chemists believed this a
On three or four occasions in the past
cross exaggeration and inasmuch as the
Food Dept. at Washington could easily ten or twelve years we printed broadcast
harass grocers, pending a trial on the in papers offers of prizes to users of
two hundred
disputed question, we concluded that Postum and Grape-Nut$1.00 prizes, one hundred $2.00, twenty
much the better wav would he to elimof
$5.00 and five of $10.00 each.
tntvn'
inate from our packages such claims,
however certain we may be that the thnt each must be an honest letter with
claims are true.
re agreed not to
rinme and aiblresa.
names, but to furnish them to enAnother statement objected to read as
These letter writers
quirers by letter.
follows;
v
very generally answered those who wrote
"The system will absorb a greater to them, and verified the truth of the
amount of nourishment from one pound statements. of Grape-Nut- s
than from ten pounds of
Under this agreement not to publish
meat, wheat, oats, or bread."
names literally scores of letters oamn
Some
chemists deceive from doctors.
Department
Wo kept our word "and"
themselves as well as the public.
neither printed their names or surren"Caloried" is the word which defines a dered the letters.
nnit of heat determined by the amount
Right here notice an "imitation spasm."
necessary to raise one kilogram of water The
"Weekly" says: "Post got those testione decree centigrade. On this basis a
monials
advertising for them. In New
table of calories is prepared showing the York hebyused
for that purpose the New
percentage of different kinds of . food. York Magazine of
whose editor
Butter shows 8.80: Grape-Nut8.96; is now in the Federal
for
Penitentiary'exammilk 0.70, Remember the statement on fraudulent use of
mails.
For
the
the package spoke of the nourishment the
ple. Post announced in that magazine in
system would absorb, but did not speak of 1907. etc.," (then follows our prize comthe calories of heat contained in it, for petition).
the heat is not nourishment, and the
We used nearly all of the papers and
nourishment cannot be judged by the
magazines inNew York and the rest of
number of heat units, notwithstanding
the fact that certain chemists would have America, but the sensational writer gives
the impression to his readers that the
the public believe so.
only magazine we used was one "whose
As an illustration:
Attempt to feed a editor is now in the Federal Penitentiary,"
man sixty; days on butter alone, with its etc., something that we know nothing
of the truth of now, and never did.
8.80 calories. The man would die before the experiment had run sixty days. Space was bought in the magazine spoken
of
on a business basis for the reason that
with 3.98 and
Then, take Grape-Nut- s
went to a good class of readers. The
milk with 0.70, the two combined equal it
incident seems to have furnished an opthe number of calo4.68 about
for a designing writer to derics contained in butter. The man fed for portunity
ceive his readers.
sixty days on this food would be well
We look upon honest human testimony
nourished, and could live not only sixty
and

3rape-Nut-

"

iiiiTT-lis-

h

from men and women as to ths means by
which they recovered health as of tremendous value to those in search of it.
Our business has been conducted from the
very first day upon lines of strict integrity and we never yet have published a
false testimonial of human experience,
Many of these letters covered numerous
sheets; some, if printed, would spread
over half a page of newspaper. If we
would attempt to print one such letter in
every one of the thousands of papers and
magazines we use, the cost for printing
s
that, one letter would run into many
of dollars.
thou-sand-

We boil down these letters exactly as
a newspaper writer boils his news, sticking sacredly to the important facts and
eliminating details about the family and
This work
other unimportant matters.
of boiling down, or editing, is dons
honestly, and with a full knowledge of
our responsibility,' but notice the ' art
rf the "twister" in the way he presents
to his readers this matter of testimonials.

Distortion No.

4.
This is a bad one.
reads as follows:
"The only famous
physician whose name was signed to a
testimonial was produced in Court bv
Colliers and turned out to be a poor old
brokendown homeopath, who is now working in a printing establishment. He received ten dollars ($10.00) for writing his
testimonial."

It

We will wager ten thousand dollars
10,000.00) with any investigator that we
have, subject to inspection of any fair
committee, upwards of ' three hundred
from physicians,
(300) communications
many of them expressing the highest commendation of our products, but these will
not now or ever be turned over to the
publisher for his use.
Notice

'The

the

statement

in this charge

t

onlv famous physician whose name
was signed to Postum testimonial, etc."
The truth is, this Dr. Underwood was
one of a great many physicians who have
not onlv written commendatory words
about the value of our foods, but every
now and then some physician writes an
article on coffee or on food, and sends it
to us with a suggestion of compensation
for his time and medical knowledge.
Previous to the time when we employed

phvsicinns in our own business, we occasionally employed a doctor to write
an article on coffee, always insisting thst
the article be an honest expression of his
opinion and research.

-

s

'

one-ha- lf

The "Weekly" hunted up this physician,
and because he seemed to be poor, and
as it says, "brokendown,"
him
had
brought to Court to be exposed before a
as
had
ever
the
that
"only
jury
physician
endorsed
but much to the
chagrin of tbe "Weekly," when our attorneys asked him if the article he wrote
about coffee was true he replied, "yes."
OTape-Nuts.-

"

Statement

officers

No. 6 reads: "The
of Mich,, Maine, Penn.,

health

New
Hamp.. and other slates in their official
bulletins have for years been denouncing
as preposterous and fraudulent the claim
made by the Postum Cereal Company."
We rV not recall any critioism except
from Mich., Penn., Maine and S, Dakota.
The average reader might think that
by the State Officials are always correct, but that conclusion is not borne out by facts.

the opinions expressed

As an illustration: About thirteen years
siro the Dairy and Food Commission
of
Michigan for some personal reason printed
a severe criticism on us for making Poatum of Parley (according to his official
chemist! at market price and selling; too
high, He was shown there was never a
of barley used in Postum. "Tlis rep-iiport was falne and misleading. The gov-

ernor dismissed him.

We believe that moat

of

ths

state

It may be remembered that we were first attacked and have since defended
ourselves by placing facts before that great juryThe Public.
A good "scrap" is more or less comforting now and then, if you know
you are right
In the case lately tried, an appeal has been taken to the higher courts. We
have unbounded faith in the ultimate decision of our American Tribunals.
Our suits against the "weekly" have not yet been tried. They are for libel '

officials are honest, and on
hand wa are firmly convinced

M. K.

.

'The most danworld for one threatened with appendicitis is to eat any food
whatever. Notwithstanding he knew that
Spasm No. 6 eays:

the

danger, C. W. Post advertised Grape-Nut- s
at fifteen cents a package for those so
threatened."

This is intended to muddle the reader
into believing that we put out Grape-Nut- s
as a cure for appendicitis.
Mr. Post, himself, has had probably as
wide experience as any other man in
America in the study and observation of
food aa related to the digestive organs,
and we proved in Court by the physicians
and surgeons on the witness stand that
the predominating cause o' appendicitis
is undigested food, and that it Is necessary to quit eating food, and when the
body requires food again, use a
food, or at least one easy of digestion.
d

Dr. Ochsner in

his work on appendicitis
refers directly to the use of the

well-know- n

that

be
obtained on the market, lie also brought
out the interesting fact that in "after
treatment" it is advantageous to taks
on a
food.
foods

J. LAMSON, Inspector of AdvtS.

F.

C.

STERRETT,

M.

H.

D., Physician

can

The price of the package (referred to
by the weekly) is not known by us to
have any relation to the question.
Our advice to stop using indigestible
food in bowel troubles and to use Grape-Nut- s
food has been a great blessing to
tens of thousands of people, and we hope
will continue to bless a good many more
in the succeeding years.
No. 7 is a live wire. It refers to C. W,
Post and his studies and experience in
"Suggestive Therapeutics," or "Mental
Healing" which further lead to a most
careful and systematic study of the effect of the mind on the digestive nd other organs of the body.
He attended clinics in Europe
and
fitted himself for a future career in which
he has become known as one of the food
eTperta of the world, fitted to judjje both
from the material as well as the mental
side of the question.
For about eight years previous to 1801
he was an invalid. In that year, after
being under the care of several
physicians, he was quickly healed,
by what to him was a curious and not
method. Sufficient to say
ha became a well man, weighing about 183
pounds.
well-know- n

This experience challenged his Invest!-gatio- n
into causes of disease and their
amelioration. Those studies and expert-ence- s
developed a very profound rever-ern- e
tor a Supreme Power which Wft'iv
operates upon the human being, and this
reverence for the Infinite became to him
a form of religion which included honesty
of purpose towards his fellow-man- .
A
statement which will ha indorsed by every-on- e
who knows him, closely.

He will make a public announcement
in detail of these facts, and the Postum
Company will eause thst statement to be
published in newspapers and magazines

the reader

(With Company

look

8. "Post
spends
nearly a million a year in advertising and
relies on that to keep out of the newspapers the dangerous nature of the fraud
he is perpetrating on the public."
The Postum Company does pay out upwards of a million a year for trade announcements. Newspaper men believe our
statements truthful or they would not
print them. Largs numbers of newspaper men use our products.
They are capable of telling the public
whether or in t, we "bribe" them
It may have escaped notice that we
d;d nnfr "bribe" that particular weekly.

Prevarication No.

No. 9 states that the amount of ths
verdict will "be devoted by the 'weekly'
to evTi"Ti ftid.M
"
This is almost real humor.
We have two suits pending against the
"weekly," total, $."iOU,000.00.
We haven't "devoted" the sum to any
particular purpose yet.

Item 10 is a "discovery" that wheat
is a part of Postum.
But the criticism neglected to mention
that for years every Postum package announced iu plain type that the outer covering of wheat (bran), made part of the
beverage.
They ignorantly fell into a trap here,
not knowing enough of food value to know
the article used by
that
physicians the world over for "starch Indigestion" is made from "wheat bran."
So we use that part of the wheat berry
because it contains the element needed
to develop the valuable diastase in manufacture. Good Postum
is impossible
without this part.
These
critics do make
soma laughable blunders through
Ignorance, but be patient.
Item 11 is an illustration of the sjjujrnv
ing and twisting of the sensational writer
delivering distorted matter to his readers.
While on the witness stand Mr. To't
testified to his studies in Anatomy, Physiall reology, Dietetics and Psychology,
lating to the preparation and digestion of
food. Asked to name authorities studied
he mentioned six or eight from memory,
and commented on some clinical experience covering several years in annual
journeys to Europe.
Now notice the distortion. (Copy from
me printed criticism.)
"He (Post) pointed out a pile of books
in possession of his attorneys as the very
ones he had read."
(Notice, "the very ones he had read,"
leading the render to believe that they
were the only ones.)
"Did you consult the books from these
'
editions.'" was attked.
"From those and various editions," answered Post.
The attorney "nicked up book after
book from the pile and showed the title
pages to the jury, all except two had
been published since 1905,"
This is an example of distortion and
false coloring to produce an unfavorable
impression.
The facts are Mr, Post purposely introduced the latest editions that could be
obtained of prominent authorities to prove
by them the truth of his statements re- appendicitis and the analysis of
?;nrding also
the latest conclusions in re- the action of the digestive organs,
fnrd toworks
are:

bran

"

Human Physiology, by Raymond.
Physiological Chemistry, by Simon.
Digestive Glands, by Pawlow.
Hand Book of Appendicitis, by Oohs- -

t

in charge of Scientific D:p't,
)
(With Compauy about 4H'

s yam.)

(With Company about 3

(With Company about 13

C HAWK, Assistant to Chairman.

suggest

i

years)

(With Company about

E. BURT, General Sup't.

C W. POST, Chairman.

.-

(With Company about 13 years.)

CHARLES W. GREEN, Advt Writer.
HARRY

14

re-

t.

(With Company about 9K years )

GRANDIN, Advertising Manager.

the other in due time. We
that some for it.

If our conclusions in regard to its bebrain food differ from theirs, and
ing
wa are both honest, they have rather the
advantage, because under the law they
can order us to eliminate from the package auy statement if it disagrees with
their opinion. Otherwise they would
harass grocers.
in

(With Company about

CHESTON SYER, Advt Writer.

They never criticize the purity of our
foods, for so much ws are thankful.

thing

HOWE, Treasurer.

L,

R. M.

of their conclusions cannot be substantiated by facts in scientific research.

gerous

Y

This company has never knowingly made nor permitt;
untruthful statement regarding its products or its methods.

An analysis of the methods and distorted statements of the
"Weekly" may interest some readers, so we take up the items one
by one and open them out for inspection. We will "chain up" the
harsh words and make no reference in this article to the birth,
growth and methods of the "Weekly" but try to coufine the discussion to the questions now at issue.

repu-

table manufacturers.

Distortion No.

To the best of our knowledge and belief the Compcty
ceive upwards of fifty thousand (50,000) genuine testimor.Li

He next turned to discover something about our advertising
that could be criticized.

Generally tiresome to the public.

1

testimonial letter been printed by the Postum Cereal Co.vLtJL,
which did not have behind it a genuine letter signed, and tcltivfci
to be an honest statement

In any ordinary kitchen or factory he would find something to
magnify and make a noise about
But he failed utterly with the Postum Works and products.
Twenty to thirty thousand people go through the factories annually and we never enquire whether they are there to spy or not. It
,
makes no difference to us.

'

accustomed
Ihi
and Postum aa

Battle Creek, Michigan, December 30,

That all proved disappointing to the "Weekly." There are
very few factories, hospitals, private or hotel and restaurant kitchens that could stand the close spying at unexpected times and by
an enemy paid to find dirt or impurities of some kind.

The "Weekly" discontinued inserting our advertisements while
they were negotiating for some changes they wanted in the wording and shape of the advertisements, and during this correspondence
our manager gave instructions to our Advertising Department to
quit advertising altogether in "that "Weekly."

That "Weekly" has attacked many prominent men and

Some Facts

So an attorney from New York spent more or less time for
months in Eattle Creek hoping to find urouritics in cur foods, cr
dirt in the factories. After tireless spying about he summoned
of our workmen and took their testimony. Every
twenty-fiv- e
single one testified that the foods are made of exactly the grain and
ingredients printed on the packages ; the wheat, bailey and com
being the choicest obtainable all thoroughly cleanedthe wateV of
the purest, and every part of the factories and machinery kept
scrupulously clean.

Of course every time spot light is turned on from any source
ft offers a splendid chance to talk about the merits of the products,
but 'pan honor now, we are not hiring that "Weekly."

(With Company about
16

je,J

yean)

j years,)

years, from the beginning.)

Physiological

sten.

by Hanunar

Chemistry,

Biochemio System of Medicine, bl
Carey.
Tbe "Weekly" carefully eliminates from
Its printed account testimony regarding
the yeers of research and study fcy L.r
Post in fitting himself for his wrk, ana
would lead the reader of ths Kiistortedl
article to believe that bis educatioa
began sines 1903.

Distortion No. 12 reports Mr. Post aa
a "dodging witness."
Ilia eye is not of the shifty Jttnd observed in the head of one oi is ohkl
critics. On ths witness stand Mr Pn
looks quietly but very steadily straight into the eyes of the haggling, twisting law
vrr, trying by all his art to ask double'
and con
barreled questions and
fuse a witness.
The "dodging" it seems consisted of
,
replying, "I don't know,"
Opposing counsel holds a book In htsT
ulnle
hand
be queries,
'I want to know if there is a single
In vn.i i. tt,h..ltt lun1r hit iltat; mum.
fli!n
any particular kind of food," Then
gets
followed some discussion between attor
neys.
Wben Mr. Post was allowed to reply,
he said, "I don't know until, I read the
book over to see."
bull-doi-

e

This hook, it turns out, was written by
Mr. Post seventeen years ago and probably has not been read carefully by him

the last fifteen years, It would reauina
a remarkable memory to instantly
say
"yes" or "no" aa to what a book of 147!
pages did or did not contain, without
in

reading it over, but such conservative
and well balanced answers are ecntrua4
by sensation seekers to be "dodging."

The attorney sought by every- art to
impress the Jury with the fact that Mr.
Post's belief in the power of Mind in
relation to the body branded him as un
reliable and worse.
The following is quoted from on of
the questions:
(The lawyer reading from the book )
"The writer of these pages desires to
say nothing of himself other than as a

simple instrument through which the Divine Principle; chooses to manifest itself
L
precept and example.
"Skill in mental practice is gained in
the some way aa skill in any department
rf science bv observation, study, experience and the ability to evolve correct
conclusions,

"Read carefully, thoughtfully no more
pages daily. Afterward seek '
an eny position where you will not be
disturbed. Kclax every muscle. Close
your eyes, and go into the silenee where
mind is plastic to the breathings of spirit
and where Cod talks to the Son. The
thoughts from Divine Universal
Mind
come as winged angels and endow you
with a healitv power. If you go into the
silence hiimblu end trusting, you will come
out enriched and greatly strengthened in
body by contact even for a short time
with the Father of all life and all power.
You will feel refreshed in every way and
food taken will diirest remlilv a. thm
stomach works smoothly when under the
influence of a Higher Power."
"I ask vou if you did not writ. tftat.r
and if you did not believe it when youv
wrote it,"

than twenty

For a moment the Court Room was its
absolute silence.
Mr. Post slowly leaned forward over
the rail, pointed his finger at the Atty's
face to emphasise his reply and with eyes
that caused those of ths Attorney to drop
he said, "Yes, I am proud to say I did,

and $500,000.00 is asked as damages, and may the right man win.
After all the smoke of legal battle blows away, the facts will stand out
clearly and never be forgotten that Postum, Grape Nuts, and Post Toasties are
perfectly pure, have done good honest service to humanity for years, the testimonials are real and truthful and the business conducted on the highest plans
of commercial integrity.

"There'3 a Reason"

Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Dattle Creell, Mich.
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The Santa Fe surveyors broke camp
tt Fort 8umner after completing their
Look for Old Monuments.
line from Laa Vegas.
ECCENTRIC
YOUNG
RUSSIAN
Santa
orders of the DeThe contractor has finished the Job
NOW
WOMAN
THOUGHT
TO
partment ot the Interior, United State ot putting the roof on Roswell'a new
Examiner Klrkpatrlck of this city, left $30,000 high school building.
BE INSANE.
LOSE BIG
for El Paso with surveyors to locate,
Six months or a year from now may
if possible, the old monuments along
witness
tho location of a colony of
Texas-Nethe
Mexico boundary.
STRANGLES HER LITTLE BOY
Boer farmers at Los Alamos.
SECRETARY OF INTERIOR MAY
The recent discovery of a very fine
Year's Business Failures.
Albuquerq,ue.-Tbir- e
were only fif- quality of paraffin oil near Tucumcari
WITHDRAW ST. LOUIS IN- Calmly Tells of the Deed and Dteen business failures In New Mexico has created a furor ot excitement.
DIAN SCHOOL.
eclares That It Is Better That She
In 1910, with total assets of $113,002
Former Assistant Territorial AudiDid It as Others Would Hivi
involved, and liabilities of $135,028. tor Morton CV Miller died in Santa F
This was one less failure than in thj at the age of forty-two- .
'.
Killed Him.
lie was a nayear. There was not a sin- tive of Indiana,
preceding
STATE SLEPT ON RIGHTS gle bank allure::;
':
- JNew
St.thousandof
York.
The
dollarsworth
'...Eight.
Petersburg
baled hay, the property of the C. Q. newspaper, Birzevlya, contained
reWill Build Cannery. .
Slaughter Cattle Company, waa de- cently the following news item:
Albuquerque, Lake Arthur citizens stroyed by fire near Roswell.
A terrible drama was enacted on
GOVERNOR HAS NOT ACCEPTED
in a mass meeting approved pldns for
the
steamship Kurgan, which has arThe
Russell
Mercantile
Company
THIS PROPERTY WORTH
fi $10,000 canning factory, to he built
filed Incorporation papers In Santa Fe. rived from London. Just before the
beat once. Pecos valley fruit raisers
$2,500,000.
The capitalization Is $25,000 and the Kurgan sailed from London, a young
lieve !n canning
their products at
woman boarded the steamer with a
(Copyright. 11UL)
home and several canneries are to be headquarters Knowles, Eddy county.
small
boy, accompanied by a nun. The
The
safe
of
the
Hanover
Mercantile
built soon In the valley.
young woman gave her name as MaSPORT.
Vattlngton. Through delay In
Company of Hanover was blown opsn ria
Goryachkovsky.
of
the offer
the government
recently with dynamite, and money
Will Subdivide Large Tract.
"In the
Abe Attell, the featherweight cham-pionMaria Goryachker- tc cede to the state all lands and
Santa Fe, One hundred thousand and Jewelry to the amount of about sky came morning
of her stateroom and
out
outpointed Patsy Kline of New- -"
Indian
Lewis
the
Fort
of
acres of the land holdings of the San- $1,000 taken.
buildings
announced very calmly to the officers
In a snappy
ault,
go In New
school. Colorado U likely to lose the ta Fe company in Curry county have
Territorial Secretary Jaffa's report of the
York..
she had strang
that
steamship
been
an
on the statehood account for the quar led the child
purchased by Hugo Seaberg,
importunity of obtaining the gift,
during the night.
Prank Gotch is going to get back
which is now estimated to bo worth attorney of Raton, The land Is in ano ter ending December 31, 1910, show
In answer to the questions of the
Into
the wrestling game. He agreed-- '
tract
northeast
of
the
and
Melrose,
of
that
nessly two and a half million dollars. new owner will colonize It, bore for the $62,978.99 have been expended
captain, she declared Just aa calmly: CONDENSED
meet
to
RECORD
Henry Ordemann In a finish.
OF
THE
$100,000 appropriation.
'
'It is better that I did it
Repeal of the act granting it Is artesian water, install pumping plant
match at Convention hall In Kansas-CitIn New Mexico an increase In val otherwise others would havemyself;
AT
PROGRESS
EVENTS
OF
killed
threatened and is recommended by and Irrigation systems, lay out town- on the night of Feb.. 8.
i
ue of gold production of nearly $145,- - him, and he would have suffered much
HOME AND ABROAD.
Secretary Ballinger.
Jack
sites and establish a bet sugar fac 000 is indicated by
the promising heavyLester,
The
returns.
early
more.'
Congressman Taylor has wired Gov. tory. , weight, managed by Tommy Burns,,
gold mining industry of this state waa
"Then she said she knew six lan
knocked out Pete Muldoon of Seattle
Fh&froth asking him to accept the
1910.
in
prosperous
generally
a
was
that
she
guages,
Record Breaking Snows.
newspaper
in the fourth of a scheduled
tender at once,
Twelve thousand entries were filed writer, that she had traveled exten- FROM ALL
Record - breaking
Albuquerque.
bout before the largest crowd that,
Tt. "j first offer of this property to
snows are reported In northern New In 1910 in the six federal land offices sively, that she suffered a great deal,
ever, saw a contest in Tacoma.
the state was obtained by Senators
of
New
more
and
was
she
to
that
Mexico, covering
than
glad
give herself
Mexico, especially In Rio Arriba ana
United States owned horses capIudlau
in
and
the
Toller
Guggenheim
acres, but still leaving 36,000,-00- up to the authorities.
Taos county, and parties returning
M G S, ACHIEVE. tured first and second honors in the-Priappropriation bill approved March 3, from these districts say that a large
acres of the public domain.
"The body of the child was removed SAYINGS, DO I
event
da Cannes, a steeple-chas19U9, by which the property was ceded
MEN TS, SUFFERINGS,
HOPES
A change of time In the running of and the murderer was locked up la
of water In the Rio Grande
volume
of $500,. distance two miles and' one
to Colorado conditional upon the ac- this
her
which
was
be
Is
stateroom,
over
were
trains
assured.
AND
Santa
FEARS
MANKIND.
the
Trains
carefully
Fe
OF
railway
spring
furlong, which waa run in Nice,,
ceptance of the grant by the governor snowbound on the Denver & Rio tween Carlsbad and Pecos has been guarded.
Three days later Maria
trance.. Frank J. Gould's Aramon
ot the state prior to July 1, 1910.
announced. The train will go south In Goryachkovsky made an attempt tc
Grande near Chama for several
won and Mr, Pfizer's Perlolnlre finThe governor took no action In the and in the mountain canons the days,
swallow her teeth and to choke hersnow the morning and return at night.
WESTERN
ished second.
matter and as it appeared Improbable is said to be the heaviest in years.
An enthusiastic meeting of citizens self with the hair which she torn from
tnat the grant would not be accepted,
A. E, Sweet of Chicago has been
of Lake Arthur was held recently for her head." She Is thought to be inFOREIGN.
Senator Guggenheim secured the'
noade general manager of the Rock
Paraffin Oil Found.
the
the plans sane.
ot
purpose
approving
act ot April 4, 1910, extending
This same Maria Gorychkovsky ap- Island, with headquarters in Topeka.
Albuquerque. A sensational strike and arranging the final details for the
The Paris chamber of deputies was
the trine In which the lands could be ot
The woman suffrage amendment to recently thrown into a panic by an athigh grade paraffin oil Is reported erection of a $10,000 canning factory, peared in New York three years ago.
accepted by the governor until July from Tucumcari, N. M., and three comof Premier Briand.
R. E. Wilson, empire builder anl She announced herself as the fore- the Kansas constitution is now before tempt on'the-lif. 1.1911.
have been organized to develop
most woman writer In the Russian Loth Houses of the Legislature in To"
for the Santa F
D, Kotoku, his wife and twenty-fou- r,
promoter
general
tt has now developed that not only panies
.
the
Several wells have encounempire, and aa the representative of peka.
Is in Albuquerque and will asfellow anarchists, were sentenced
nlll it be Impossible to secure the ex teredsupply,
at three different depths and railway,
oil
the Novoe Vremya, the
The balloting for United Stated sen- to death for having conspired against
fruit
sist
In
the
campaign for
starting
tension of the grant beyond July 1 , the richness of the field is to be thorinator in Montana shows little change the life of the emperor and other mem--- '
raising in this section ot the Rio Russian newspaper, she gave out
1911, but there is strong possibility oughly tested
t
a
terviews about conditions in Russia. and the deadlock may continue for bers of the
well, for Grande
by
Imperial household of
valley.
that the present act offering the land which machinery is now being InIn these statements, she ridiculed weeks,
Japan.
a few hours of each other,
Within
to the state will be repealed.
stalled. Experts who have examined
American institutions and found that
As a result of a. explosion in the
Advices from Fudzladian, the Chi
Friday Jihe secretary of the interior the oil say It is of the finest quality, Edward Krumpegal, aged eighty-threRussia was la every way more humane
Six-tfather-in-lanese suburb of Harbin, state that the
mine
a war veteran and
at
of
Keating
Kadersburg,
forty
Bent a communication to tne cnairand even more progressive than Amer- miles
from Helena Mont., six miners deaths there from bubonic plague av- Garcia, and Jose de la Cruz Garcia ica.
in&u of the Indian affairs committee
Sugar Company Builds Road.
,
Garare dead.
eighty-fiveof
Sixto
The epidemic is
father
rage 150 daily.
of the Senate,, asking that an amendPortales. A fifty-milelectric line aged
When Prof. Paul Milyukov, the not
n
to Mukden, Kirin and places
Demment be adopted to the Indian
M.
spreading
between Portales and 'Tallinn, is to cia, died In Santa Fe.
s
Hitchcock,
Congressman C
ed historian and leader of the CoWord was received In Des Moines nstitutional Democrats in the Duma, ocrat, was elected United States sena- in northern China having commercial
bill, now being considered by be built by the American Sugar Com
the committee, repealing that part ot pany in connection with Us proposi recently that Mrs. C. A. Miller who came to this eountry for the purpose tor to succeed Senator E. J. Burkett intercourse with Russia.
,
the act ot April 4, 1910, which grants tion for sugar beet growing in eastern lived on a homestead fourteen miles of
from Nebraska.
delivering his lecture on the true
GENERAL.
the Fart Lewis school lands uud build- - New Mexico, which Is being rapidly west of there,' had been found dead, state
Every man belonging to any of the
of affairs In Russia, Maria Gory
taken up by farmers around Portales, probably from heart failure or expos achkovsky reported it, for the Novoe twenty-twlijgs to Colorado.
unions affiliated with the
Atlanta. J. A. D; McCurdy made
The "secretary In his letter reytewB Talban, Tolar and elsewhere. A total ure to the snow storm.
state buildlug trades council will bs the announcement here that he would
Vremya.
the'
subon
the previous legislation
ot 50,000 acres to be planted In sugar
What Is said to be the largest drill
Although Prof. Millyukov's lecture called out on general strike in Los attempt an aeroplane flight from Key
ject, the failure of Colorado to ac- beets next year has already been con ever received in that section arrived was printed in advance, and copies of Angeles before the first of May.
west to Havana.
cept the lauds offered and states that traded for, a factory will be built and In Silver City recently.- - It will be the lecture were distributed to the
J. E. Williams, representative from
The senatorial deadlocks in Iowa,
it has recently been discovered that the Industry established on a large used In developing their water sup press and Prof. Milyukov read the Logan county, Kansas, Introduced in Montana
and Tennessee continue with
ct (he 6,360 acres of land belonging scale In eastern New Mexico, where ply. The drill has a capacity ot 2,500 lecture from the
printed copy, she at- '.'tie House a bill requiring that all mo hope of being broken.
to the school, a considerable area Is the soli and climate conditions have feet with almost any size bore.
firldea and grooms must have health
Motions to quash the Indictments
urMerlald with coal deposits of great been demonstrated to be as good as
certificates from physicians before
San Juan county Is seeing the be
them have been made in the
Egalnst
value
the best in Colorado,
they can obtain a marriage license.
development,
ginning of remarkable
Federal District Court in Chicago,, by
A report of an inspector who exam- -'
It Is stated on good authority that
Flying a Cnrtiss racing biplane, several meat packers.
It ed the lands and reported to the deNew Modern Schools,
B. Ely, at San
Eugene
Francisco,
and El Paso
the
Southern
Pacific
both
estiDecember
President Taft has sent to the Sen
22,
1910,
The
fact that a total
triment
Albuquerque.
made a successful landing on the cruis ate the
commence
will
Southwestern
coal
of
the
nomination of
at $1,890,- of approximately $300,000 le beln
mates the value
railways
er Pennsylvania, and an hour later Walter I. Smith of Iowa Representative
iiUO, the surface at $95,400, the timber spent this
to be a United
year In New Mexico for construction toward Farmtngton nxt
the
rose
to
back
flew
from
deck
and
States circuit Judge of the eighth cir
at $3,000 and the buildings at
fine modern school buildings was onj spring. Contracts have been let for
Selfrldge field, twelve miles away. cuit.
'
Interesting fact gleaned from an Inter many new irrigation projects, includ- The feat was accomplished without
The department believes that this view with Territorial Superintendent
which
ditch
system,
Henry Cabot Lodge won the hard
ng tho Illinois
mishap.
valuable property should not be al ot Public Instruction James E. Clark will reclaim 14,000 acres.
est fight in his political career In near
lowed to pass out of the control of of Santa Fe, Other Interesting state
ly thirty years, and returns to the
An Inquisitive cat last night caused
WASHINGTON.
the government. The secretary ados ments by Mr, Clark were that there a $10,000
United States Senate from Massa
a
settlement
at
fire
Chlllll,
chusetts
for a fourth term with the
that It has been further determined will be no radical changes In the text In
Final
on
assault
the
constitutionality
the Manzano mountains,
fifty
that the school can well be continued books this year; that 1,400 out of
of the corporation tax of the Payne- - support of 146 out of 279 members of
the
as
teachers attended the county In- miles south of Santa Fe. While
p&rt ot the Indian educational
Aldrlch tariff act of 1909 has begun the Massachusetts Legislature.
ivstem and utilized for the education stitutes during, the past year and that family of I). Salas was absent at a
In the Supreme Court of the United
Figures obtained from the British
dance, the family cat overturned a
of Navajo children until more ade under the splendid school provision-States.
naval authorities recently show that
quate school facilities can be pro of the new constitution $100,000 will lamp which had been left burning and
It Is believed settled that the Colo 1911 will break all records for battlevided. There are about 6,000 ot these become Immediately available for tho set tire to the houBe. Salas' store adrado delegation in the House of Rep ship launchlngs and naval activities.
0
children without school facilities.
joining, with is stock of merchandise,
schools, or $1 per capita for the
resentatives will not furnish a mem These figures show that every nine
was also destroyed.
school pupils of New Mexico.
ber of the ways and means committee days, from February to December 31st,
Million.
Carnegie Gives Ten
a new dreadnaught will take the waof the next Congress.
Declaring that the taxes levied tor
Land Office Ruling.
New York, 'Andrew Carnegie has
1910.
and
U.
collected
S.
the
of
the
in
1909,
A
Interior,
year
bill has been introduced into Con ter in some part of the globe.4 In othDepartment
clven another $10,000,000 to tho Land Office, Tucumcari, N. M.
r
above the average and
been
Maria
dreadnaughta will
have
far
gress
Gorychkovsky.
prohibiting the transportation of er words, thirty-siinstitute In Washington,
Carnegie
be
launched
this
been advised by the praising the district attorneys of
office
year, or only two
This
has
white
or
matches
yellow
phosphorus
D. C. This makes $25,000,000 given to
Assistant Commissioner of the Gen- New Mexico for their activity in car- trlbuted a number of statements to the under a penalty of a fine of $1,000 and less than the total number afloat. In
this cause.
addition, Innumerable cruisers, torpeeral Land Office, that the Department rying out the recommeindatlons made professor which he had never made. imprisonment for three years.
do boats, destroyers, submarines, etc.,
so
was
of recent date, over-tule- last
Maria
a
decision
Goryachkovsky's
report
has,
of
ter
by
the
January, the members
Representative Champ Clark of Mis
OANIEL GUGGENHEIM ON COPPER
the decision In the case of Es- - ritorial board of equalization mado vicious that It made his lite unsafe up- souri, Democratic leader of the House will be launched by all the big pow-erand receptive candidate for the Demo sixty-on- e Great Britain alone will send
Coooer King Think Supply Will De leme K Muller relative to leave of
report showing the collections ot on his return to Russia,
of these war craft Into the
In
in
an
commutation
afternoon
weeks
later
Several
absence
to
proof,
amount
will
taxes
almost
ninety
crease This Year.
cratic nomination for the presidency,
water.
an expose or was nominated by acclamation
was held that, "Commutation per cent this year.
which
it
newspaper
published
for
a
review
and
In
New York.
digest is
It Speaker of the House in the Sixtyallowed only upon a showing of
Mme. Maria
In open meeting in New York twenty-fof the copper situation, given out,
Directors of the Elephant Butte Wa turned out that Goryachkovsky.
continuous
the lady had been In f econd Congress.
ive
personal
of the largest wholesale dealers
Daniel Guggenheim, president ot the substantially ...
the land for a period of ter Users' Association held a special New York before and that on her
men met instantaneous death in butter, cheese, eggs and poultry
American Smelting & Refining Com presence upon
Eight
the
office
of
at
the
secretary, previous visit she did not represent
fourteen months next preceding sub meeting
and one was so horribly burned that confessed to each other that their efrany, declared the production of the
of proof; and residence prior N. C. Frenger at Las Cruces, the pur
herself as a Russian writer. Then she he
metal In the United States in the mission
probably will die as the result of a forts to force the public to pay high
hori-soof
discuss
to
of
from
the meeting being
to a period of absence under leave
the
pose
suddenly disappeared
boiler
explosion aboard the battle- prices for produce had failed, and that
year just ended was close to 448,- absence
ot political life in St Petersburg.
granted the entryman cannot the question of the adjudication of wa132,000 pounds, an increase of 3 per
ship Delaware, the cause of which was their campaign had brought them face
dam.
the
to
under
ter
residence
to
her
government
she
made
a
be
later
added
About
rights
subsequent
year
The Delaware was en to face with an impending loss on butcent in a year, and declared that
as soon as tho appearance again, on her way to Klsh unexplained.
route to Hampton Roads from Havana, ter alone of almost $3,000,000. At the
this year the world's stock of copper that period to make tp the necessary It wascandecided that
be perfected frleldly suits ineff, coming from Roumanla. Before
fourteen months." And that the prac plan
it, likely to show a decrease of 92,000,Senator Nelson W, Aldrloh's long same time it was announced that the
will be brought in order to settle the entering Russia, she telegraphed to
voo pounds, while present stocks on tice in regard to leaves of absence Is
to
awaited
the
deplan for the revision of the cold storage warehouses were so overgovern
questtor-- satisfactorily
now the same as before the Muller
Krushevan, the instigator of the Klsh
band are not excessive.
crowded that prices were being forced
that Is, that a leave of ab- ment.
Ineff massacre, who died last year, "national banking legislation," as
down in a sensational way and that
Cincinnati. Alter formulating tho cision,
ot
has
calls
made
break
at
was
been
What
the continuity
the
sence will not
it.
public.
waiting
old Infant of S. T. Hop
telling him she
The
the slump in the last two weeks had
It
to
bflleved
will
lead
the
that
plan
of
residence if the entryman returns to kins of Tucumcari was successful!?' frontier with her child and that she he proposes Is . the establishment
brought butter, eggs and certain
unification of the Methodist Episcopal, his land and
his rest operated upon for appendicitis, rallied waa afraid to enter Russia.
the Reserve Association of America, grades ot cheese to the lowest
the Methodist Episcopal South and tho dence before the expiration of leaves from the anaesthetic and will recover.
figures
Krushevan notified the authorities representing what might be called a that had
Protcstan
Methodist
prevailed in seven years.
Kplsccpal
is the youngest patient ever In St Petersburg, and an officer was federation of local associations formed
ot absence. .
This
There has been an average fall of
com
churches, the
known to submit to such an operation dispatched to bring her safely Into by national banks.
Very respectfully,
in prices in the last year.
about 33
posed of three members from each,
a
R. A. PRENTICH, Register,
and it Is believed to be record.
Russia. But on her way to Klshlneft
It has been announced at the Wa
adjourned.
Five men are dead, two probably faThe authority of the secretary of she acted so queerly that the officer Department in Washington that MaJ
to place her in an insane asy- George Owen
elded
d
injured, and more than twenty
tally
ot
the
the
of
Sauier,
signal
grazing
Express Rates Reduced.
Agriculture to prevent
Enitre Family Cremated.
as soon as they reached Klshlneft. service corps, had perfected a device were seriously hurt in the wreck ot
lum
live stock on the National forests
New York. Otflcers of Canadian
Albuquerque. Francisco Caballero,
Nothing was heard about Maria for multiple telephoning which will the Western Express and the Boston
and American express companies in his wife and four small children were without a permit has been sustained Goryachkovsky until the latest report
have the effect of revolutionizing the end Buffalo special, both westbound,
ot the Fed In the Russian
conference here announced a reduc burled alive while
press about the trag science of transmitting the human on the New York Central at Bala via,
slept In the! In New Mexico by action
they
tion in through rates.
home In San Juan canon, Grant coun eral Courts in three cases in whlcU edy on the Kurgan.
voice by wire and place the business N. Y.
caused or permit
It Is understood that Maria Gory- of telephony on a wholly new basis,
ty. All but ft Bmall child were dead the defendants had
Net earnings of the American
when their bodies were unearthed by ted stock to trespass upon the Alamo achkovsky had left her home while
The House took up another of the Smelting Company t New York
Daughter Kills Her Father.
In
of
for
defiance
few
a
in
the
died
regulations,
child
forest
as
an
this
and
a
ardent
still very young girl,
rescuers,
big supply bills when it began consid the six months ended October 31st
Gravette, Ark. Mrs. Nellie Allen, 21 minutes. The family lived in a adobe
Cimmarron now has a live, flourish revolutionist hut she went over to the eratlon
ot the army appropriation
were $3,683,941.
of
Appropriation
yeare old, daughter of John B. Boyer, dwelling, the wall! and root of whlcn ing, aggressive commercial club which other camp and served the Russian hill.
The measure carries a total of $380,027 for construction
and Improvewealthy planter, shot and killed her were weakened by recent rata, and la in the game for a bigger, better government as an agent at home and
I92.S11.985, including $770,000 for field ments, payment ot $2,750,000 dividends
father here, after an exchange of sev- the whole structure collapsed during town and the development of the re abroad.
artillery for organised militia.
left profit and loss surplus at $553,914.
eral shot with him. She was married the night, without warning.
I sources or tnat
vouax
county,
pan oi
I
weeks
a
few
ago.
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I

saw

a

gladsome light.

I stood upon a

hill

Whose gentle slope extends far down
Beyond the silent mill;
And enow and Ice had made the place
A glorious one to coast.
And half a hundred girls and boys
Were out a merry host.

Dainty
Out

Little Playthings

of Ordinary

May Be Mad
Lemon and a

'

Stem or Peak.

Long

Some sleds were shod with shining steel
And decked with red and blue;

And some were made by unskilled handa,
Yet sped right swiftly, too.
And rude toboggans, loaded well
With happy children, mads
Their daring trips, the noisy crews
Laughing and unafraid.

I saw six merry little girls
chilIn one unbroken train
and
be
so
dainty
dren, and they will
Go coasting down without a sled!
nice that no one will object If you
I looked and looked again;
And as they climbed the hill, I saw
want your pets to live In the house.
Each carried In her hand
What you need to make a pig is a Just
thls-- a kitchen dust-palemon, one with a long stem or peak
Broad, strong and. well japanned.
at one end.
Cat & small notch down la the stent Each- - mounted,"" Srid'around "her feet
Tucked carefully her gown.
as shown by the dotted lines in the Then
on this cutter, queer but fleet.
This
be
mouth
will
the
pig's
picture.
'
Triumphantly rode down.
Sately they rode, with Joyous shouts.
They Beemed to like it well;
Though how they steered their funny
You

-

PIGS

MAKE THEIR

CHILDREN
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can make your own pigs,
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I'm sure I cannot tell.
Mary A. Gillette, In Youth's Compan.
Ion.

FEW EXPERIMENTS

Start of the Pig.

-

d

The Pig Finished,

thin wood, dye them pink on the in
side with paint or red Ink and press
them in over the eyes so they will
"lop" or hang a little. Now tie
small piece of grayish brown string
tightly about the head of a pin and
drive it, head and all, in through poor
piggy's skin where his tail belongs
You can then cut the string oft to
leave bis ptgshlp with a tall of an inch
or so In length.
Though pigs are not particular
where they live, as this one is a pet

M

Many a dull winter evening can be
whiled away pleasantly and profitably
of various
by making experiments
kinds. Many of these will be found to
be very interesting and amusing. A
list of experiments, with instructions
how to conduct them, may be found in
on the science of phyany text-boosics, but these often imply a thor
ough scientific knowledge of the sub
ject at hand, as well as expensive apparatus. Still, very many experiments
can be made with comparatively
cheap "apparatus, and a little experience In this line will make It pos
sible for you to Invent experiments
of your own, with which to delight or
amaze your friends. , Some easy experiments are given below:
Experiment 1 Place a lighted candle in a goblet. After it has burned
a few seconds place over the top of
the glass a piece of wet paper having
a bole cut in the middle. Then press
down upon this paper another glass,
Inverted. The paper will make the
two glasses fit together very tightly.
In a very short time the candle will
go out for want of air, and It will be
found that the two glasses will stick
together very tightly, so that the upper can lift the lower. Indeed, it will
require considerable force to sepa
rate the glasses thus Joined. This is
due to the fact that some of the air
inside, heated by the candle, has risen
out of the glass, so that the pressure
outside Is greater than that within,
thus making the glasses adhere firm

o
In His

Pen.

you might make him a nice little
like the one in the picture. You
use a small box, either. of wood
or cardboard. Make the little bar that
pig,
pen
can

is poking his head through,
to open and shut so that you may let
him out for a walk.
Mr.

Pig

Ostriches That Walt.
of the oddest sights on the
stretches of plain in southern
Africa is a party of waltzing ostriches. A recent writer on the subject thus describes their queer antics:
"When there are a number of them
they will start off in the morning and,
after" running a few hundred yards,
will stop, and with raised wings will
whirl rapidly round till they are stupe-fleor perhaps break a leg. The
males pose also before fighting and
to make their court They kneel on
their ankles, opening their wings and
balancing themselves alternately forward and backward or to one side or
the other, while the neck is stretched
on a level with the back and the head
strikes the sides, now on the right,
now on the left, while the feathers are
bristling. The bird appears at this
time so absorbed in its occupation as
to forget all that is going on around
him, and can be approached and
caught. The male alone utters a cry,
which sounds much like an effort to
speak with the mouth shut tight."
One
andy

in question was to the effect that the
remains of the members of the Maine's
crew which have never been account- be
ed for shall when recovered
brought back to the United States and
buried with due honors. Probably it
has escaped the memory of many of
Mini mil nil nl II
Iili s
company on the old Maine were ac- counted for after that vessel was
blown up in Havana harbor Just on
war.'
the eve of the Spanish-Americawhich this tragic incident did so much
to precipitate. However, such was the
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Experiment 2 A simple air pump
can be made by using a large glass
Jar or bottle. Close the mouth of this
with a tight rubber stopper. Through
this pass a piece of glass tubing, to
the upper end of which fasten a piece
of rubber tubing about two inches
long, making a continuous connection
to the inside of the Jar from without.
Exhaust the air from your lungs, ap
ply your mouth to the end of the rubber tube, and draw in with your
breath, taking the air from the Jar
Pinch the tube closely with your flng'
ers, to prevent the air from
ing tne jar, ana repeat this process
until you have exhausted the air from
the Jar. If the air is to be kept out
of the Jar for any length of time tie
a stout piece of fine cord tightly
around the tube, or if possible fasten
a plnchcock to the tube, so that the
air may be released or retained at
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case.

Captain (now Rear Admiral, retired) Slgs-bewho was in command of the vessel on the

fated night, escaped together with a number of
his officers and men, but a large proportion of
the ship's company went to watery graves. Following the disaster there were recovered the
bodies of 1C3 men of the Maine's crew, but more
than three score of the men who gave up their
lives for their country on that night have never
to this day been accounted for. The officials of
the government are all confident that the remains
of these missing men will be found In the hold
of the wrecked vessel when she is raised to the
surface In accordance with the elaborate salvage plans now in progress.' Probably only the
skeletons of the unfortunates will remain, but the
government will provide a regulation coffin for
each and accord the full honors of the service lu
connection with interment in their final resting
place.
It Is fitting that the national legislature should
designate Arlington as the resting place of this
final grim muster squad from the long submerged
Maine. Fcr Arlington is probably the most significant of all our great national cemeteries, and
here already repose In their last dreamless sleep

will.

Experiment 3 Put Into this Jar a
1 bottle, auch as a
small,
vaseline b6ttle, with a piece of thin
rubber cloth tied over the top. Upon
exhausting the air this cloth will
bulge up like a balloon.- - This is
caused by' the air trying to get out of
the bottle, owing to the lightening of
the pressure above It when the air
in the Jar has been removed.
Experiment 4 Instead of exhausting the air, condense it by forcing the
air into the Jar, pinching the rubber
tube between breaths, as before. The
rubber cloth on the small bottle will
then bulge inward, owing to the in
creased pressure above it.
HE other day In the Treasury building
Experiment 6 Replace the short
a heap of worn-ou- t
greenbacks lay
one.
Exhaust
glass tube with a longer
Nirvana by the fire route
awaiting
the air, as before. Then, with the
when, In greenback lingo, of course,
rubber tube closed, hold the jar upa bill suggested:
of
and
down
side
put the end the tube V
kill time by autoblographlng
J a "Let's
in a glass of water. On releasing the
Wake up there, Onebuck ! Supbit
W
air in the Jar, through the tube, the
pose you tell us upon what occasion
water will spurt up through the tube In
your purchasing power was greatopinion
your
into the bottle, making a little founor least?"
est,
tain. This is because the pressure
bill yawned and answered:
A
of the air on the surface of the water
"I've bought some pretty nifty things in my
In the bowl forces it up into the jar.
day. Drinks for two hoes who'd Just hit town
where the pressure is less.
after 200 miles ef imprisonment in an empty
freight car, a photograph a girl had taken to send
her soldier boy sick In the Philippines, Once I
Memory Game.
paid for a ticket out of Chicago to some Indiana
Take six coins a silver dollar, a
town"
piece, a dime, a
piece, a
"Pretty good as far as you went," cut in the
nickel and a cent ' Have the room Interlocutor.
"Now we'll hear from Fiver."
darkened or blindfold the players; let
I urged a messenger
boy to walk a
"Well,
the cu ns be passed quickly from one block in 15 minutes"
to others, not in regular order, but say
"Listen to the bromide!" Greek chorused the
t
the nickel, the dollar, the
others. "Next!"
piece, the quarter, the cent, the halfbill responded. Judging by
Another
dollar. Each player holds each coin appearance he had the heart of the poet, for even
before
seconds
When
two
passing.
in that tattered company his raggedness was noall have had the coins, the light Is ticeable. , He spoke softly:
turned up, paper and pencil are sup"I once paid for the pearl of greatest pries. A
plied and the players write down the woman, whom the world had bruised, took me to
were
Coins
order in which the
passed. a drug store and converted me into a tiny viol of
The one getting the correct order, or rest."
nearest to it, receives the prize.
The Interlocutor cleared bis throat suddenly
Of course the order is decided upon and called on Old Hundred.
beforehand by the hosts
"I've never bought anything worth much, I
h
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those other heroes of
the Maine who gave up
their lives because of

re-ent-

wide-mout-
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The
treachery,
mains of the Maine's
men that were recov
ered immediately after
the disaster were first
Interred In a cemetery
at Havana, but arrangements were later made
to transfer them to their native land and they
were reinterred at Arlington with solemn ceremony the latter part of December, 1898, about ten
months after the Maine went to destruction.
Already plans are under way for a splendid
monument to be erected, after the new graves
shall have been made, to all the victims of the
Maine. Rear Admiral Sigsbee, who was in command of the
vessel. Is Interested in the
project and so are many other prominent public
spirited citizens, including a number of the men
and women who were instrumental In raising the
money for that stately monument to the Bough
Riders In connection with the placing of which
former President Roosevelt delivered one of his
best addresses. Within sight of the graves of
the Maine victims at Arlington also is the towering shaft of the monument erected by the National Society of Colonial Dames In honor of the
memory of the heroes of the Spanish-Americawar, more than one thousand of whom victims
of the Cuban campaign of 1 898- rest within the
shadow of this lofty tribute.
Indeed the green hills of Arlington overlooking the Potomac river Just opposite the city of
n
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Washington are covered with tributes In granite
and marble and bronze to the nation's heroe- smen who fell In three wars, There are notable
general monuments such as those above mentioned nnd tbe famous "monument to the unknown dead," erected over the unidentified remains of more than two thousand soldiers that
fell on the fields of Bull Run and other scones
of conflict In Virginia, And there are also monuments over individual graves which are of the
greatest Interest to all visitors to the cemetery.
Among these latter are the sculptured tributes
over the graves of (Jen. Phil. Sheridan, the famous cavalry leader, General Crook, the great
Indian fighter, and the gallant Lawton,
Arlington was, prior to the civil war, the home
of Gen. Robert K. Lee, the leader of the military
forces of the Confederacy, having come to him
through his marriage with the
of the Widow Custls, who married George
Washington The federal government confiscated
the property during the war, but later reimbursed
the lx;e family for it. The old manor house,
which was the home in turn it several very
prominent citizens of the republic, still stands in
a perfect state of preservation an ideal example
of the southern manor house of the colonial period and uot a stone's throw from this old dwelling Is the amphitheater, with a capacity of 5,000
persons,' which was erected In 1873 and is the
scene of all memorial exercises, such as those
which will be held for the Maine victims, when
the remains of the rear guard of the bftttleshlr
martyrs shall have been recovered and biought
home to rest with their shipmates.

A GREENBACK STORY

lop-eare- d

50-ce-

nt

ten-cen-

Raising Chickens.
Willie's mother after a prolonged
search for him finally discovered him
in the garden sticking feathers in the
ground.
"Why. Willie," she exclaimed, "what
In the world are you doing?"
"I'm planting feathers, mamma,"
replied the little fellow. "I'm going
to raise chickens so we wont have
to buy them

91
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Pig

the congress of the
United States at Its last
session appropriated
money for raising the ill- fated batUeship Maine It
made an Important pro- vlso in connection with

HEN

Dull Winter Evenings Can Be Whiled
Away Pleasantly and Profitably
Inventions Amaze.

and should be colored red. (Red Ink
will do.) After his mouth has been
properly cut Mr. Pig should be laid
square on his back and four matches
or small sticks of wood should be
sharply thrust through the ckin and
well Into the lemon at or near the
places Indicated by the rings and
The matches
points In the sketch.
or sticks should stand out at an angle
eo Mr. Pig won't fall over, and If he
is to be allowed to sit down put the
hind legs deep in, something like this:
Pigs like to sit down and they usually do after eating; so It is Just as
well to make your pigs repose in this
comfortable manner at the start. Now
get two black pins to put in above his
nose for piggy's sharp little eyes and
Whittle but two
pieces of

o

FOR HOME

-

one-doll-

,

must confess," responded the hundred-dolla- r
bill,
"and I always got a grouch when I saw myself
bring In so little of the real goods. Oftenest I've
been spent in such fool ways that I blush at the
remembrance, as for instance, when Reggie left
me in a Broadway shop in exchange for a gilt
basketful of purplo blotsoms not to be named in
the same day with the common or garden flowers.
"At one time I thought I had fallen into quiet
quarters for good. That was the time when a
horny-handeJay of the good old homestead species took me in payment for hla crop of 'taters
and let me sleep out the spring and early summer in a red yarn sock, but one morning In August, ere the dawn had flushed the faintest rose,
even before Chanteclcr had flapped his wings,
I was yanked out of the sock and deep down
within me I knew that It was me for the giddy
whirl aa!n.
"After all, it was refreshing to be back where
things were doing and being done at the county
fair. I longed to get out of Jay's trousers pocket,
but Jay was foxy. The barkers barked strenuously before, I got out of the pocket However,
come out I did, and well, thinking it over dispassionately, I believe the privilege of seeing
what was not under the walnut shell came higher
to Jay than did the fool gilt basket of flowers
to Reggie on Broadway."
Onebuck held up his hand, craving speech.
"Well, Onebuck, what Is it?" asked the Inter
locutor.
"I once bought the blue chip with which s
good but erring youth staked the last dollar of
his employer's money which he had taken, mean
d

ing to pay it back the chip with which the youth
recouped and saved honor, good name, and
"Shut up, Onebuck! This experience meetln"
is on the level. Two spot, what's the story ot
your biggest purchase?"
bill spoke, deliberately, soberly:
The
"Upon a certain May morning a young matt
with dreams in his eyes grasped ma with trembling fingers and took me to the city hall. I
could feel his heart beat as he went nnd every
rod or two I heard him say: 'Angel I Joy of my
soul! Beautiful darling, soon to be my own!"
"Arrived at the Impressive stone building my
young man, still trembling, said something In an
Inaudible voice to the party behind the desk.
Evidently the, party behind the desk was accustomed to nilnd reading. He understood what the
young man wanted all right, and after a tew preliminaries the young man handed me to the party
behind the desk and received In exchange a slip
two-doll-

of paper.
"You think a slip of paper an insignificant

pur

chase? Well, you've got several thinks coming
to you. That spring day when the young man
carried me to the city halt, my purchasing power
was greater than It has ever been in a long lifetime. 1 bought more "
"I know," butted in Onebuck.
"What yoe.
bought for your young man was Happiness with
a big H!"
Twonpot looked at Onebuck sadly, pityingly.
"My boy, your Innocence Is positively refreshing. What I bought for my young man that May
morning in the elty hall begins with a big H all
right but it doesn't end with a" New York Sua,
'
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When Seward First Met Weed

A

A

t

Future Statesman Was Dumped in tne
Mud at Politician's Feet When
8 tag Coach Was Upset by
Careless Driver,

In bis old age, aay from 1870 to his
death in 1883, Tburlow Weed, .the

i V- -

i

;

'
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18

hens; at nightfall they are bend'
over the spinning wheel. In be
tween times they are knitting , .
knitting you never see a Shetland
girl without her knitting. All the
world knows her beautiful wor- kscarves and spencers and soft Shet
land shawls. But not all the world
knows of the labor entailed, of the
washing and spinning and winding and
For one moment come to
knitting.
at
Shetland and see the fisher-glr- l
home on the peat Isle. It is quiet and
dull and very cold. But the air
beautifully clear and the Shetland
girl's cheeks reflect the transparency
her figure responds to the healthy
glow. Very poor are the people
around: they depend on fishing. If It

e to know the
I very great prlvtleg
,
a Ing

and only
the Scotch
1' very
special Introduction at Yar
will open the gate to a
fisher-glrl-

mouth

somewhat exclusive land. Thought- leas Journalists and aealoue photographers nave tried in vain to enter.
"We're not wild beasts to he stared
at," sent the photographer sorrowfuland the journalist lost caste
ly
for w.-'j- l
Both the Intruders mistook the people with Whom they bad to deal. They
Judged the girls by their work. Tbey
did not know how could they? that
not merely girls who can gut flsh are
here, but a whole community is represented with all Its Intellect its tal
ent and its pride. Viole villages go
to the fishing from the Moray Firth
and
But they are the fisher-peopleach member of the family takes a
part in the Industry. As naturally as
a duck takes to the water do the children turn to the fishing. It la a tradl-'M'rthe mantle falling from Elijah's
In the winter the girls
shoulders.
"
are engaged In mending the nets
which have been destroyed at the
fishings during the year, Each man
tnay have half a mile of nets to repair, and the girls are experts at the
work. They join heart and soul with
their fathers or brothers In the task
of preparing for the fishing. That Is
'
what they live for. The talk In the
winter Is of what has been at the
Ashing, to be presently replaced by
what may be at the next.
Meanwhile their hands are buay, If
sot with the nets, then with knitting,
for fathers and brothers and husbands want thick hose and new Jer- Beys; they themselves have soft, thick
stockings to replace, and probably new
Jerseys for the fishing. Borne of the
girls go to service, but not many, And
then It is only for the winter months
At the call of ibe fishing, tradition re
Is born
asserts Itself; the fisher-glr- l
again, , She may bind herself to do4
mestic service for a while, but blood
is thicker than water. Her "aln folk"
are going, and nothing short of a prls
on would keep her back.
There is a story of a Highland girl
who was brought to London to aerv
tee.
It was hoped that she would
In
adapt herself to circumstances.

'ar,

'

moat skilful Whig politician of his
day, who made William. H. Seward
governor of New York and United
States senator, who named Z&chary
Taylor for the presidency and Millard
Fillmore for the
and
who, at the birth of and during the
first yearn of the Republican party,
was a national power, was one of the
most delightful story tellers to be
found anywhere. He had a vast fund
of anecdotes, many of them being viv
idly descriptive of our political life
from 1820 until 1875.
It was during the story telling pe
riod of this great politician that I
came to know him well, and many an
evening I spent with him listening to
his reminiscences akJ watching him
sip the "night cap" prescribed for him
by his physician a tablespoonful of
Jamaica rum and a little sugar In a

glass

of

water.

"Mr. Weed," I said to him one evening, when the name of William H.
Seward had cropped up in the course
of our conversation, "when did you
first meet the senior member of the
powerful and how historically famous
political firm of 'Seward, Weed and

Oreeleyr "
"After my service as a printer's dev

member the precise date, but it was In
the early twenties I was standing In
front of the tavern In Rochester await
ing the arrival of the stage coach from
Syracuse. The coming and departure
of the stage coach was the exciting
event of the day In Rochester; the
Erir canal had. not .then .been . com?
pleted and such a thing as a steam
railroad was undreamt of, though It
was to become a reality a few years
later. At the time I speak of there
had been a heavy rain for several
days, so that the road was very muddy, a circumstance that delayed the
arrival of the coach. But my friends
and I loitered In a little group In front
of the tavern until It finally put in an
appearance some two hours late and
just before dusk.
"Wheeling up in front of the hotel,
the coach became stuck In a had mud
hole that was there, and in the at
tempt to extricate his vehicle you
can Imagine the picturesque language
that accompanied the efforts lo and
behold I the perspiring coachman suddenly upset the coach, and the next
thing I knew there came sprawling in
front of me a little man whom I hastened to relieve. He was covered with
mud from head tc foot For a moment he was a little confused. I took
.

Run Down?
k

m
a

nec

All

b

This condition
directly earned be
blood. Wkea the blood is nude risk
sad ewe by Hood's Saraatparilla, yes
will fed strong and cheerful; it will pet
new lift into year veias, sew vigor iate
veer mucin; give yea a sharper appetite
and good digestion; make yon look better,
sleep bttter and feel better; will saake
that In as I picked him' up, and I also the hardest work lighter and the darkest
and day brighter. Faetal Thouandt ooafirat
noticed that he was sandy-hairevery quick In movement, but nowhere them. Oct Hood's today.

Ud

d

near my height.
"I succeeded In brushing a good deal
Every thread of gold is valuable.
of the mud off him, and he thanked me
and asked me my name. I told him. and so Is every moment of time.
Mason.
'My name Is William H. Seward,' he
to
I
"and
In
have
said
again
reply,
Dr. Pierce's Pleaiant Pellet nwulate
thank you for your courtesy." Then and
invigorate stomach, liver and bowel.
he put out his hand and we gave each
tiny granule!, easy to take
as
shake."
a
other hearty
candy.
"Mr."Weed smiled bappilyr
Bugar-cpate-

'False.
"Yes," he said, "in that unceremoniClerk This is an eight-daclock.
ous and undignified manner I was preMurphy O'wanI It's a lol; thers
sented to William H. Seward, or, it
may be more accurate to say, he pre- only slvln days In the wake! Puck.
sented himself to me. And from that
Cat's Tigerish Nsture.
moment our friendship began and was
A shocking affair In which a domescontinued until the day of his death."
(Copyright, 1910, by E. 3. Edwards. All tic cat displayed tigerish qualities oo'
curred at Ayr recently. A woman
Rights Reserved.)
named Mrs. John Scott had occasion
to go a message and left a child, six
Trouble at the Museum.
"What Is that horrible smell
weeks old, in the house. On htr reasked the manager.
turn she was horrified to discover that
"The living skeleton called the
the cat had eaten the small finger of
-rubber
man a 'rubber-neck- ,'
and the child's left hand, and had comhe's burning with Indignation," ex- menced on the next finger.
plained the obese lady.
Hand Beats Machine.
No Hurry.
are still made by hand, no
Cigars
Mother Bird You have been in machine
having yet been Invented
your nest long enough.
that will roll them so nicely and evenMen
Fledgling That's nothing.
as do deft human fingers. The
were in their nests 50,000,000 years ly
e
vacheapest
cigars the
before they learned to fly. Harper's
rietyare made of French, Kentucky,
Bazaar.
Algerian or Hungarian leaves. At the
other extreme are the cigars smoked
by the czar of Russia, which are of
the choicest and best matured Havana
and whtcti cost $1.50 each.
y

'

r

India-

three-for-flv-

Locomotive Not Stephenson's

A Lesson for Diplomats.
authoritatively that at least one locoEllhu
Root at the luncheon In
il and as an apprentice, and when
motive that Stephenson made for Providence
the dedication
I had become fairly competent as a
American use was his largely In name of the John preceding
Suitable to AmeriMemorial library at
Hay
Engine
was
seised
and
journeyman printer
only.
Brown university, said of John Hay:
can Roads.
of an ambition to become the editor
"It was in 1830 that John B. Jervls,
wao gracious, and
"His
of a daily newspaper, I found my way
who died In 1885 at the advanced age It was diplomacy
as
well. I remember,
prudent
to Rochester, then a thriving little
Dr. Pllmmon H. Dudley is probably of ninety, became chief engineer of In
an
about a certain inter
n
man of science In the the old Albany & Schenectady rail nationalargument
town, where they were beginning to the
complication, how very
manufacture on a large scale by rea- world in his particular field, which road. That year, I believe It was, the
"rarmly and aptly he once insisted on
son of convenient water power," said is the relation of metals to railroad road received from George
'
Stephenson
Ml Mr. Weed. "There In the early twen rails and other railroad use. It was and put Into service a locomotive prudence.
was the Christmas season, and
"It
ties It was 1822, to be exact I be- his metallurgical studies that made called 'John Bull.' But, despite the he said that we
might learn a lesson
came editor of the pally Telegraph possible the development of the mod- sturdy character of Its name, it didn't from a
little girl who was naughty In
and speedily found myself attracted ern high speed locomotive. Recently work very well. The grades were too the
early part of December.
to and
Interested he returned from England, where he heavy and the curves too sharp, two
then deeply
" "Dear me,' her mother said, 'If
In politics. It was at this period of attended the International
railway difficulties that Stephenson did not
la.
you're going to be naughty I'm very
have to contend with to such a degree much afraid Santa Claus won't bring
'A my career that I met Millard Fillmore, congress.
Albert H. Tracy, a great lawyer of his
"While there," said Dr. Dudley, "I In his native land.
you any presents.'
"The failure of the locomotive to
day, and others, and It was while I took time to run down to Newcastle-on-Tyn- e
"The little girl frowned.
was with the Telegraph that I began
to see what remains of the live up to the expectations of Its
" 'Well,' she whispered, 'you needn'.
who
more
or
a
less vaguely of
to. hear
plant where George Stephenson,
purchasers proved a sore disappointit so near the chimney 1'"
say
n
newcomer In Auburn who was ds- Is popularly though erroneously look- ment, and no one was more chagrined
scribed as a very promising young law ed upon as the inventor, in toto, of the than the road's chief engineer, who, SKIN TORTURED BABIES
yer, I remember hearing some one railroad locomotive, turned out his nevertheless, made up his mind that
SLEEP AND MOTHERS REST
say that this William H, Seward was first locomotives. I had pointed out to the difficulties must be overcome. To
a good speaker, and that he was sure me the shop in which Stephenson this end be made a minute study of
to be heard from sooner or later in built the first two locomotives that he the mechanism of the 'John Bull; fin
A warm bath with Cuticura Soap,
sent to the United States, and in this ally reaching the conclusion about two followed by a gentle anointing with
Off Duty.
politics.
"Well, one evening I do not re connection I was surprised to learn years later that the .problem of taking Cuticura ointment, is generally suffhttaa Kaon nnnr thnv ItvA in hnrVA for
the curves easily and without danger icient to afford Immediate comfort In
the ext and maybe run ,nt0 aeDt
of wreck would be solved by giving the most distressing forms of Itching,
with the grocer.
the locomotive a swivel truck. He burning and scaly eczemas, rashes, IrThen Is the truck act set at naught
had already decided that the grades ritations and inflammations of Infor beautiful Shetland shawls pass
could be overcome by Increasing the fants anil children, permit sleep for
over the counter to be sold In Glassteam power of the locomotive a child and rest for parent, and point to
gow and London for prices that would
and permanent relief, when other methods
comparatively
simple matter
take away the breath of the girl who Commodore's Advice Was Agslnst the the confidence of an expert In finan- with these two ideas in mind he set fail. Peace falls upon distracted
cial Investment. You may be sure he out and
Is worried over tea and sugar. The
Investment of Money In Real
designed a locomotive Incor households when these pure, sweet
was in the seventh heaven of delight
Shetland girls have no market for
Estate Because 8sle May
porating them. Then he had an en and gentle emollients enter. No other
during the Interim, and with shining gine, which he called 'Experiment,' treatment costs so little and does so
their work, and the middleman reaps
Be 8lack.
expectancy he appeared before the built at the West Point foundry. That much for skin sufferers, from infancy
the benefit. Providing for Immediate
commodore at the appointed time.
wants, preparing for the future need,
to age. Send to Potter Drug & Chem.
was In 1832.
had
"After Commodore Vanderbilt
" 'You want to know my advice
the winter wears away. The summer become
book on
"We
'Ex
the
Corp., Boston, for free
that
may safely say
very prominent as a railroad about Investing money, do you?' the
care and treatment of skin and
brings the fishing. Then the Shetland
the
was
a
one.
The
successful
periment
of
and
a
financier, he,
organizer
commodore drawled. 'Well, sonny, I
girls go down to the finning stations course, was
was not scalp troubles.
constantly sought after will give It to you In a few words, and West Point foundry, however,
and the Scottish girls come up. They
for locomotive
Inadequately
equipped
advice
and
counsel
for
respecting
I hope you will heed It. In the first
all live together In the little wooden
so It was decided to send
TRUE.
by those who felt on suffl- - place, never buy anything that can't manufacture,
huts which the curers have built for vestments
and
the
specifications of the
plans
terms
of
cent
with
him,
friendship
a
off
and
with
chance
confair
sell right
them. Just a room Is all the hut
said Senator Chauncey M. Depew, of selling at a profit. And In the sec- 'Experiment' to Stephenson and ask
tains, a room with two beds.
him to build a locomotive along those
with the
business
whose
connections
in
do not live indoors; Vanderbilt interests date back to the ond place, never Invest your money
The fisher-girllines for the Albany & Scheeectady. He
tell
can't
because
you
did so, the locomotive is time reachthey only sleep beneath a roof. Nev days of the commodore. "But, no mat real estate,
off or not.
ed this country as a Stephenson prod
ertheless, they make their temporary ter how strongly he was Importuned, whether you can sell right
homes comfortable. They bring wall the commodore never gave any spe- That's the best advice I can give you, uct, and, being taken by boat to Ali
If
it?'
follow
I
wonder
you'll
bany, was put into service on the Al
paper and their own handlness with cific advice as to the investment of and
'It was advice that the commodore's bany & Schenectady,
them; their "Klsts" hold pictures sums of money. He was never willing
fulfilling from
rethe start everything expected of it in
and photographs. It Is remarkable of to take that responsibility. 1 think sons and his grandsons followed
continued
Senator
Depew. the way of
,,,1
that wherever she goes he felt that If he recommended cer- ligiously,"
the fisher-glr- l
surmounting grades and
she (takes her Individuality with her tain Investments and they turned out "Indeed, the Vanderbilt family, up to taking curves.
(
and Including the third generation,
The use of the swivel truck as ap
From the Shetland fishing she may
badly he would be criticized. Further never bought real estate for Invest- x
to
to
to
Aberdeen,
Fraserburgh,
pass
M
more, be made it an inflexible rule not ment." And the senator might have plied to locomotives Mr. Jervls gave
'1 Scarborough and to Grimsby, then on even by so much as a hint to advise added that today this Vanderbilt rule to the world, and the principle Is in
'sito Yarmouth and Lowestoft. But al any one to buy securities of the railoperation to this day. Nor was that
Is being strikingly broken in New the only important work that Mr.
ways she is the Scotch flsher-girl- ;
road properties which he controlled. York
by Alfred, of the fourth genera- Jervls did on behalf of transportation
pride of race is In her blood, the grace I mean by that he was unwilling to
who la investing several millions
tion,
"He took a prominent part in the
of forefathers In her heart. One can Influence
Mr. Fltz Doctor, I'm subject to vio
any of his friends in
Lassies Packing Herrings.
and then the enlargement of lent fits of late and I wonder at times
never forget that they are a people. such a manner as would lead them to of dollars in a hotel enterprise.
building
All
(Copyright 1910, by E. J. Edwards.
who go from fishing Invest their
the Erie canal. The Hudson River that I survive them.
these fisher-folmoney in Vanderbilt
Rights Reserved.)
the morning a crowd gathered round to fishing-makifood for the win- railroad between New York and Al
stocks or bonds. If they chose to do
Doctor You sort of wonder at the
the door. The Highland lassie was
do not change color lu the that of
they
bany was largely constructed by his survival of the fittest? eh?
own
accord
and
will
their
free
First
Principles.
to herself. different
adapting circumstances
The
In
his
As
which
under
and
they dip.
supervision.
dyes
Mrs. Newcome had never done any plans
Clad In short gown and petticoat, with diamond comes up, dimmed, it may be, In the open market and without any
of the Rock Island he was
urging on bis part, that was another cooking, tor at the time of her marriage president In
bare feet, she was swilling the steps. but still a diamond.
railway development west
matter..
one of the old family servants was a leader
A leopard cannot change Its spots.
and within two
of
the
Alleghanles,
were
"Some
when
that
Norah
of
e
the
to
but
over
turned
appeals
her;
Associated with the Scotch fisher-peoplbecome
had
after
he
president
years
made to the commodore for financial fell 111, Mrs. Newcomo reassured her
are those from Shetland. Meet- Dr. Johnson's Electioneering.
of the old Pittsburg ft Fort Wayne
work.
were
and
counsel
comical
kitchen
about
the
is
greatly
Ing at the Shetland fishing, which
southwark was once the scene of Dr.
he brought Its stock
"You have nothing to do but He here railroad, in 1861,
the first great fishing of the year, the Johnson's electioneering energies. This amused him. It was In reply to one
of
a
value
from
eight cents on the
up
Shetland men go forth with the boats WM , 1780 wnen Johnson's friend, uch appeal that he made the epi and get well, Norah," said the young dollar to a
where it paid a yearpoint
"ex
cook's
answer
has
which
the
hand,
passed
grammatic
patting
the
mistress,
to earn a living for the winter;
Ra)pn Thrale, was candidate for the
Into tradition: The first thousand dol- cept that I may ask you one or two ly dividend of ten per cent Yet the
follow the herring, so they, too, TtsJoni Dr. Johnson wrote Thrale's
only public monument so far as I
Is
provide for the barren months. dress to the electors and on several oo lars the hardest to get' And it was Questions.
know, that perpetuates his memory
anu
are
I
Mr.
Newcome
from
another
which
"Now
Is
appeal
brought
today
Isles
there nothing cag0M Went canvassing in company
In the Shetland
is to be found In the name of the
I
dinner.
is
a
the
terse
him
that
statement
It
have
to
very
simple
going
else for the people to do; they have Vlth Mr. Thrale.
N. Y."
come
to make a
than It Is to ordered It and It's
home, ready town of Port Jervls,
no other means of making money.
0ne night aa Boswell records, an easierone after It fortune
All
1910, by E. J. Edwards.
(Copyright,
to
saus
have
are
made.
We
has
been
cook.
going
to
keep
live
on
the
During the winter they
Reserved.)
exclte burgess seized the doctor's hat
Rights
soma
snd
one
was
"There
lettuce,
baked
potatoes,
persistent friend, ages,
.
earnings of the summer, with the help andi tapping him on the back, ex- ice cream
. of the farm produce which each cottar ciaimea; "Ah, Master Johnson, this is and a good one, too, who was con- of your delicious bread, and
s.
conrecuoner
"Oh, Wad," etc.
the
for
from
the
commodore
cake
and
gen
He
own.
halt
stantly
asking
possesses
can call his
co time to be thinking about hats!" eral advice
was a rotten show! The
to
want
two
Willis
"It
ask
you
I
investment
"Now
the
only
respecting
an acre or more of land, a cow, some ..Jn. no. sir." returned Johnson, "hats
Munyon's Cold Remedy Relieves ths
Even that the commodore things. About how much butter do you awfullest ever!"
of
money.
be
and
makes
few
a
and
hens,
head, throat snd lungs almost immediatesheep
are o( no UM n0W( M you say, except did not like much to
When
I
Indeed.
or
the
GUIs
to
think
"Yes,
In
,
sausages,
at
but
last
the
pan
fry
give;
Butter
milk
them.
and
most
of
put
ly. Checks Fevers, stops Discharges ot
the
ta tnrow UD fn the air and huzza with."
And Is there any par- of all the drled-up- ,
rank, rotten horse- the note, takes away all aches and pains
and eggs keep the family from want, And seizing his own hat again he he said to the tempter: 1 will give shall I use lard?
to use In washing play that these theatrical managers caused by colds. It cures Grip tnd oband the wool from the sheep's hack showed how the thing should be done. you the best adv'.e that I can If you ticular kind .of soap
Coughs and prevents Pneumonia.
Youth'e
a
lettuce?"
me
course
call
In
of
Companion. v are giving us unoer the name of 'hu- stinate
will
the
the
upon
Price 2Jc.
provides th clothing.
Westminster Gazette.
me
the
It
makes
what
by
mor
way,
will
heed
I
and
or
Have
two,
hope you
day
you stiff or swollen Joints, no matAll this means work for the wom
ter how chronic? Ask your druRgiit for
An Inference.
have you got there
It after I have given It to you.'
en, and right willingly do tbey go
Munyon's Rheumatism Remedy and see
Gills "The Sunday Frazzle."
"Of course, the man was greatly
Mlggles Come boms and break
Literal Satisfaction.
about it When they are not digging
sow quickly yon will be eared.
Lemma
see
"Good.
Willis
man?
old
me
the
with
he
had
last
think
at
In
to
bread
that
tonight
nice
order pleased
is the dessert
. "Jane,
If you have any kidney or bladder troup the peat to dry for fuel, they are
will
a
minute,
wife
thank
your
My
reserve
ble get Munyon's Kidney Rsmedv.
commodore's
part
No,
you.
funny
broken down the
Wiggles
08 the potato field. Early morning to put on the table?"
weak men
Puck.
Munyon's vitaliasr make
that be was finally to be taken Into does her own baking, too.
"Yes, ma; in apple pie order."
finds them milking the cow or feeding
strong sad restores lost powers.

How John B. Jervls Improved on the
Englishman's Design, Msklnfl
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DRY

RULES PROBLEMS

FARMING

Texas Well
Adapted as Test.

Past Two Years

TIMELY SUGGESTIONS

In

IN

No self respecting small boy will
own up to a sneaking liking for his

DRY FARMING

teacher.

Knowledge of Nitrogen and Humua
Content Necessary Before System
Established.

'

-

It Is illuminating to tbe. listener.
a lady drawing a comfortable
alimony comments of the marital dif
ficulties of others.
when

A knowledge of the effect of dry
land farming upon the nitrogen and
humus content of the soil is necessary
8ound Economic Sense.
before a permanent system of dry
land farming can be established, said
It would be better to spend money
Al.K the cost of Ufa Is the In
Dr. Robert Stewart in an address beabolishing the slums than to spe-K.
price of food. The seat of it In
results.
fore the recent Dry Farming congress. Cuii.. i the stomach.
dealing with their
change.
We can better understand the prin Almost coincident with the developOmelets Galore.
ciples of dry farming, if we consider ment of scientific dry land farming,
"To make an omelet, you must first
that the soil Is a huge sponge. It the detrimental effect of such a sysMesnt Quality, Not Size.
break eggs."
Mrs Prnnpn Hnw did VOil find tit
the hostess furnished covers and cord takes in water in proportion to Us tem on the nitrogen and humus conA Novel Box 8hower.
n
is lenaer. puny ana Bteak Mr NeWDoard?
for tying together, making a very looseness and water is evaporated tent of the cultivated soil suggested well ometei mat
A recent bride told of a Jolly showd
seasoned and cooked Is not an
A
same
to
itself
in
the
from
It
of
the
careful
way.
student
the
Newboard Oh. I turned over tie
er of which she was the recipient. pleasing record of the year's meetfield takes up a great deal subject. The history of scientific agri- easy thing to prepare. The cook who potato. Boston Transcript.
who
fourteen
The
of
hostess
circle
who
was
a
ings.
There
bad served more water than a
pasture, If the culture taught that the cropping of is able by practice and skill to prohad been together for many years, with the least cost was awarded a
But the land to the same crop caused a de- duce the edible variety Is certainly
is
duration.
rain
of
short
Love's Ups and Downs.
and they asked the men of the crowd, potted plant or a shrub for her yard
will
roots
water
hold
longer crease in the nitrogen and humus worthy of praise.
too. Each one was Instructed to bring or window box. I do not think I ever grass
They skated, looking at the start
The
cook
French
no
that
liquid
says
field content of the cultivated soil. It also
That BDaneled heaven s floor.
an offering of some kind of a box or knew of girls having a better time; than the plowed field, unlessAthe
was should be added to the omelet; in It was not wise; their feet flew out;
that summer-fallowinan article packed in a box, all to be all brought their work and there was has been treated properly. in sponge, taught
water.
the open even more destructive to these Impor America some add milk, ethers
saw a thousand more. ,.
and hung
sent to the home of the hostess, who never any other engagement made for soaked in water
It is generally accepted that water is They
out
tant
if
was
will
continuous
than
constituents
but
air,
quickly,
dry
very
"Tiaffeverythlng placed in"a buge dry luncheon day. They talked and dis a
better than milk, as It makes a more
is tied round the sponge cropping itself.
A Gentle Hint.
goods box, on which she pasted hearts cussed household economics to thslr thenewspaper
Use as many table- The
in
will
remain
water in the sponge
crop tender omelet
importance of nitrogen
He I'm afraid you are cold. Shall 1
of all sizes and colors. It was deliv- heart's content.
water
as
of
eggs,
separating
spoonfuls
there a long time.
production and the preponderance of
ered by an express man who rang
P" V roun
W
beating
The underlying principle of dry evidence regarding the destruction of the yolks from tbe whites and
you.
the bell vigorously after all bad arlemon-coiVegetable Party.
She You may
is to put something over the organic matter and the resulting loss the yolks until thick and
your coat around
rived. They had loads of fun making
ored. Another secret of a tender ome-- me, but why takeput
A college noted for its good times farming
off!
it
of
of
a
as
land
act
which
will
by
the
nitrogen
system
newspaper
practising
the happy couple unpack and open among the students had this party
let is in the whites of the eggs. If
involving the use of
the boxes; nearly every article was once upon a time and the girls had does around the sponge, and still not crop production
omelet
caused they are beaten until dry, tbe
have
Interfere with the growing crops. It the summer-fallow- ,
And He Never Knew It.
will not be as tender. Stop beating
accompanied by an original rhyme, loads of fun. Each girl was told to
of the subject to
students
coat
shallow
has
a
found
been
thoughtful
that
"The captain told me they kept you
when
well,
the
stands
sentiment, quotation or admonitions come wearing something to represent
egg
up
or.11.,.
l.r.n.
"
' tV,
to either bride, bridegroom or both. a vegetable and then they had vege- of finely pulverized, dry soil will do suggest means of returning the
A steel frying pan la best In which " ,
,
k
to the
matter
and
the
same
as
the
does.
work
ganic
the
newspaper
nitrogen
Each article, with Its effusion, was table candy boxes filled for the favors.
the
to
cook
the
that
pan
omelet
See
I
all
was
unconscious
"Just
soil.
my
thlr
luck;
of
For
the
one
is
of
That
cardinal
purpose
the
growing
prinwhy
is perfectly smooth, as a little rough the time."-M- . A. P.
Inspected before opening another. The last thing was a contest called
when
season
'the
the
Some of the things were: a work box, "Vegetables in Disguise" with twenty ciples of dry farming is "cultivate legumes during
ness will often catch and spoil an ome
Another principle is land is not occupied by the wheat
collar button box, jewel box, box of minutes allowed for guessing them constantly."
A good plan Is to scour out the
let.
Didn't Like Any of It
deep before the rains come." has been suggested, but this practise pan with salt before using.
napkins, box of matches, box of soap, The programs on which the questions "plowreason
summer
defeats
of
the
She Now that you have looked over
the purpose
is easy to see. Deep plowbox of stationery, and box of pins. were written were ornamented with The
Have the pan smoking hot and add
music, what would you like to have
The hostess surprised everybody by colored vegetable pictures cut from a ing loosens the tight soil and allows fallow, Inasmuch as the limited sup a tablespoonful of butter, greasing the my
me playT
to
of
moisture
Is
called
grow
upon
to
water.
more
ply
soak
it
up
serving her refreshments in boxes seed catalogue.
siaes oi me pan weu. wmDin iu
ne whist or dominoes.
The past two years in Texas have the legume.
decorated with red hearts, the salted
ana
A pronoun preceded and followed by
In
of con whites and yolks with seasoning
of
the
view
known
action
been
to
farmwell
adapted
testing dry
cuts were In boxeB at each place and preposition. (Onion)
pour Into the pan. - Slide a spatula
Between Neighbors.
Last winter, for In- tlnuous cropping and summer-falloA painful projection.
(Corn)
ing methods.
the favors were small boxes of conaround under the edge as it is cookto get out of. (Maize tmase)
humus
of
the
and
Hard
I bought is a.
we bad good rains and they ing upon
nitrogen
That
thermometer
stance,
fetti which the hostess said "would be
ing, so that the center will have a
What vegetables should see a great continued la
many sections well up humid Bolls, a knowledge of the effect chance to cook. When well cooked fraud. It hain't brought on bo extraof use later."
deal, and whyT (Potatoes They have so
of
and
the
dry
upon
farming
nitrogen
into the spring. But the summer was
many eyes)
in the
A tj,erman;..er
d
p
soils became of ex on the bottom, set a moment
A basement and a question. (Celery dry and hot. On land that had been humus of
oven to cook on top, then fold ana wo.t act llke a ughtnlng rod
cellar-wh- y
Canned Luncheon.
this
With
great
ceedlngly
importance.
creDared
deen
for
win
the
Blowing
by
serve.
Every good Chinaman has my first My- ter
"Being twenty miles from a lemon," second
rains, the moisture soaked in ! Idea In view the author, in the sum'
Is to overload. (Cucumber queueChopped chives ana parsley are
mDretelon.
H, D
mer
we had word that guests were coming cumber)
of
of
a
the aaaea
1907, had
survey made
deep, and when that land waa fur-- v
to omeiets ror navor.
a
o.Voh tha hnv "what
area in Cache valley,
A bivalve and a vegetable growth. (Oys
and there was no alternative but to
ther protected by constant cultivaA sweui uiueiei is si iaruuia itiui i 'gink:'"
in
the
the
district
oldest
fly to our emergency closet and do ter plant)
t have oniv . vague idea, my
Normal, and a very small piece, (Par tion and the keeping of a dry blanket state of Utah, and the conclusion! many for luncheon, just Before pourour best. The result was so satisfacof fine dirt over It, crops sent their
a eon," said Professor McOoozle; "but
omelet
into
tbe
put
the
snip)
pan,
lng
A small waste. (Leek leak
tory that one of our city guests deroots down into the moist soil under reached were as follows:
of blanched almonds into the I presume a gink is a guy, or a geeser
A letter. (Pea p)
1. The cropping of
land handful
clared her intention of giving a 'canneath and produced yields in spite
and pour over the egg, cook care- - or something or that kind, raised to
pan,
A
a
the
and
a
of
bodyT
part
letter,
boy,
to
either
of
ned luncheon,' the description
in Cache valley
by
wheat,
of the lack of rain.
not to scorch the nuts. Set m me nintn power.
nicago inuuu.
method or by fully
which follows. The hostess drew pic- (Tomato
No hard and fast rules can be laid the summer-fallowinoven as usual, fold on tbe plat
Yielding water, and connections T (Pumpthe
tures of animated cans dancing across kin)
not
does
decrease
continuous
cropping,
down for dry farming, any more than
.Oh, No.
ter and pour over the omelet a half
To crush. (Squash)
V
the top of the sheet and the wording
the nitrogen or humus of the surface cup of hot maple sirup.
Dubhs Was it A serious accident!
A purple part of the year, and sick. rules can be laid down which will apwas "Can you come and lunch with
foot of soil.
Tomato mav be snread over the
Swlftlelgh Not at all. Only two
ply to any other kind of farming for
(Lentil Lent-Il2. The second foot of
me on Tuesday at one (date)? If you
A tour on your wheel, and years. (Spinomelet Just before folding, or a little pedestrians killed and the motor car
all localities.
can let me know." The envelope was ach spln-agcontains less nitrogen and humus snnu leliv or anv iweet 1hv or tre- - wasn't even scratched. I'm glad, too,
Writing to the Dry Farming Bulle- land
Hot stuff. (Pepper)
than
sealed with a picture of a tin can of
does the second foot of the ad serves, too small In amount to use
L had luBt had lt
An English dignity, and a platter. (Rad- tin, Anders L. Mordt of Guymon, Okla.,
Jacent virgin soli.
peas. At the luncheon not a thing was ish R. A. dish)
illustrates this as follows:
8. The observed phenomena In ease
A hen. (Egg plant) '
used that did not come in a can, a
eatable may be used in, on or around
There is a Norwegian colony in
In Sunday School.
(Beets)
Tramps.
land Is probably an omelet.
canof
a
or
some
of
box
the
The
kind.,
jar
Hanford county,. Texas, brought in
MADAME MERRI.
What happened to Lot's
Teacher
to
the
of
to
addition
dies were what are known as "Sun
due
the
nitrogen
from the best settlements of the north
wife?
and
the
shine" and come in bottles. The hosand northwest. These men have adopt surface foot from lower depth
Young America I suppose you maun
added
tess used her chafing dish, her coffee
about her turning to salt, but that
ed the dry farming methods as the addition of the humus from the
straw.
percolater and an electric toaster, so
looks to me. like a yellow Journal
only way to farm in this country, and
4. The
work Indicated that in
all was very modern and
story.
intend to keep this up regardless
they
and humus probThe guests had a fine time, as all
HE tender Waffle hearts are
of rainy or droughty years. As a re- study of the nitrogen
.
Could She Melt HlmT
was so very Informal and Jolly.
lem in dryland farming attention
set upon
, Jack
Athenta is so cold In her manMany of the children's hats are sult, if they have a rainy year, they must be paid to greater depth of soil Is either Crisp or Bossy, and Anon
can store away enough moisture to
Like Maple Sirup made of Corn ana Cobs ner. I don't think she posses a parwith fur.
edged
surface.
traditional
the
than
plowed
Three-Dolla- r
Lasts but a scant Ave minutes and Is ticle of sentiment,
Luncheon Club.
Puffs are gradually giving way to raise a crop that year and leave
.
cone.
Ethel I don't know. I've heard hsr
Six girls became brides all within clusters of curls.
enough to supply a second year when
of meeting her affinity.
talk
Is
add
the
to
rainfall
the
dresses
on
children's
they
ordinary
the space of a twelvemonth, and after
Smocking
An English Sheep Fair.
Breakfast Dishes.
Jack Huh! She must have com
0
supply that they have stored away,
being settled comfortably in their own fashionable.
At the recent Wilton sheep fair
Most housekeepers will agree that fccrogi K bnow-masomewhere
domiciles they formed t' emselves into
The small, round hat that is almost The greatest trouble seems to be due
head were offered and all sold. breakfast Is the most difficult meal to
Luncheon club and bonnet shape is decidedly the most to the fact that the wind blowB in the The top price was 78 shillings (118.70)
the Three-Dolla- r
variety. Here are a few unThe Annual Review number of MTh
met once a month. Each hostess had popular chapeau for children's wear spring. The farmers have learned that per head for 25 of the first prize lot of provide
dishes which may suggest oth Railroad Red Book," a monthly publiusual
they cannot afford to work the dust 100 wether lambs, while the second ers and thus furnish a change.
to make her expenditure for every this season.
cation issued by the Denver & Rio
detail come within the sum named
Widows will wear the double veils, blanket too fine as the wind in the prize pen averaged 54 shillings. The
Baoon Scramble. Fty several slices Grande, has just appeared.
will
season
and
Inches
are
two-tent-h
of dirt general run of prices was: Best
spring
and below it If possible. A record but more often veils
single
carry
of bacon until about bait done; drain
This magazine Is an exponent of Iraway from one field over on another.
of tbe menus was kept, and one seldom measure over a yard by
46s.
to 52s.; secondary off part of tbe fat, and add six eggs rigated farming in the Rocky Mouneyes,
and quite frequently they If they leave the field too lumpy there ditto, 34c. to 40s.; four-tent-h
itemized, there was a copy for the
ewes, 38s. well beaten; stir constantly until well tain region, and the Annual Review
will be too many cracks and the evap- to
members and at the twelfth luncheon are smaller.
44s.; regular draft and draft ewes, cooked. A little grated onion may be number contains no less than 103 origoration will be too large. We must 33s to 42s.; grazing ewes, 22s to 30s.; added for flavor. Season while
inal articles especially prepared for
this Issue on agricultural, mining.
find a middle way. There is also a
best fat wether lambs up to 60s.; othcommercial and Industrial subjects, Indoubt as to whether or not deep plow- er drafts, 48s. to 62s.; best ewe lambs,
Southern Buckwheat Cakes Four
Its contributors Gov
ing is a good thing. Some state that 35s. to 43s.; secondary, 26s. to 33s.; cupfuls of buckwheat flour sifted, one- - cluding among
ernors Shafroth of Colorado, spry of
five Inches is all anyone must plow at best
working lambs, 24s. to 40s. ; other half a compressed yeast cake dis- Utah, Mills of New Mexico,
any time, while others claim that lots, 22s. to 28s.
solved In a little lukewarm water, one
Adams of Colorado, C. J. Blanch
eight, ten and twelve inch plowing Is
teaspoonful of salt and one tablespoon ard, Statistician of the U. 8. Reclamanot too much. We are as yet In the
ful of molasses. Mix with enough tion Service and others. The Annual
experimental stage, and it will take
POULTRY NOTES.
warm water to make a thin batter and Review number of "The Red Book" Is
some time before we can do very much
looked upon as a valuable reference
set to rise over night
'
in laying down rules for farming.
In feeding either sweet or sour milk
For a breakfast fruit, grape fruit Is publication.
Each locality must, to a large extent, be sure the troughs are clean.
one that is both appetizing and mesolve its own dry farming problems,
Nesta should be kept comparative
dicinal;) a fresh apple or one baked
DENVER DIRECTORY
but when we know that dry farming
as
and served with cream Is another good
as
clean
and
possible.
dark
ly
produces crops alongside fields that
a
or
few
dates
Stewed
to
dish.
be
allowed
prunes,
Turkeys should not
are barren when cultivated by other
Anv Dialer In ell kinds of
steamed with the oatmeal are another Drill I ILUU
roost in the poultry house with
r CH.tNDIMK. Mammoth
we
be
to
to
methods,
ought
willing
favorite combination.
Ion mailed rru. Cnr. mm
hikk. uonvrr.
make the necessary experiments in
Codfish Balls. Jake a cup of shred- Bright red combs and wattles usu
order to find out the best principles
RELIABLE ; PROMPT
ed
codfish, after soaking, two cups of
ana
a
indicate
neaitny
thrifty
for our respective localities. The man ally
one
one
beaten
Oolil, 75c; Gold and
mashed
egg,
potatoes,
Uuld. Mllvur
It no; Silver
who can help himself by dry farming flock.
of butter, pep
roflnrd
and'
ami tmuvar. II. 10. Onld tmn
Make the laying hens feel comfort and a half teaspoonfuls
for
malllnil aaoka,
nd
Wrlu
and who will cling to other plans is
oousht,
three-fourtMold
taste.
into
cakes
to
per
Denver
do
will
IbM
Cuun
and
Co.,
able and contented,
they,
Ogden Assay
standing in his own light.
of an inch thick and saute in
better.
on
a
fat.
Serve
bacon
egg
poached
Plenty ot sunlight Is essential in each and garnish with fried bacon
COLORADO'S BEST
poultry quarters. Darkness Is con
Pears Covering the Season.
The omelet Is a breakfast dish that
disease.
to
duclve
on
I started fruit growing
a rather
Weather is
should have a chapter to itself,
Do you keep an egg record? Begin
extensive scale about 45 years ago. At
all omelets
are
However,
legion.
they
Guaranteed
It
before
never
done
that time nurserymen propagated a now if you have
are only variations of the plain ome
number
get
the
every
you
down
Set
of
pears than at present.
longer list
let'"
So far as my experience goes the list day.
II'
of
ill II
Beat three eggs, whites and yolks
s
stubborn
All chickens that contract
might be reduced to Clapp's Favorite
add three tablespoonfuls
separately;
for earliest, succeeded by Bartlett or contagious disease should be killed of water to the beaten yolks, season
with
Seckel, Beurre d'AnJou and Beurre if they do not yield to treatment
with salt and pepper, cut and fold in
ease.
reasonable
:
A perfect roof foe every purpose
After
vari
trying many
Clalrgeau.
the white and turn into a smoking-ho- t
eties I have found this list to cover
been well but,
oiovpj
that
has
omelet
pan
The Western Elaterite Roofing Co.
the season fairly well. They are all feeding chickens continually, and if
Mfl
heat
owef
841 Equitable Bills.. I'enver, Colo.
tokuseu excessively wm iou iu
1 would recommend for home use or
when the bottom Is browned, set in
market, says a writer In an exchange. ened constitutions and disease among the oven to finish the top. Cut the
Clapp's Favorite Is a pear of bright the flock.
edge on opposite sides and carefully
Train your fowls to run towards fold and roll on tbe heated serving
quality, and sells well, but must be
with
National Western Stock Show
picked before lt gets too ripe, as lt you Instead of running from you
platter. Garnish with parsley.
DENVER,
is prone to soften at the core.
fright every time you come around. It
Is more pleasurable, and also pays in
16th to 21st, 1911.
January
costume at the left is a
plain upper part by the belt; large
dollars and cents.
One Fare for the Round Trip
THE coat for girls of ten or buttons trim front and the fastening
from All Points In Colorado,
Beginners should not start by tryMigrating Sheep.
twelve years, and might be made is under the left side of front Collar
via
To Encoursge the 8tork.
to raise several different kinds ot
has
at
about
ing
present
Spain
and cuffs of white cloth are worn. Pelt
In cloth or serge. It has
A rich resident of Paris with a view
called transitu
& Rio Grande Rt.
poultry. Better confine the efforts to
sheea,
migratory
Denver
The
fronts, and fastens below tbe collar, hat trimmed with a striped silk bow.
mantes. They travel about 200 miles one variety, and then have those to checking the decline in the birth"The 8cenlo Line of the World"
Three yards every year
Materials required:
which is a sailor shape. A short strap
rate, has left under hiB will 11,000 to
from the plains to the strictly
tihim OF SALE
h
In
draws the fulness in at center of back. serge 48 inches wide,
a
successful
yard mountains, where they feed until snow
the
of
bead
all
each
the
poultry
neighbor
family
Nearly
From all points within 158 miles
of
one
Hat of velvet swathed in silk with a cloth, two yards lining.
Tenver,
of
he
resides who, having
hood where
only
January 18th, lath,
On all enclosed property raisers make a specialty
descends.
19th and 20th.
For tbe dress shown in the third a road 90 yards wide must be left or two varieties. They find that been married within the five years
large rosette at the tide.
all
From
points west of La Veta
Materials required: Two and one-ba- picture, chocolate brown herringbone for them, and at certain times no one course Is more profitable than to ex- preceding' his death, shall have five
and south of Vance Junction,
14th, 16th, 16th, 17th,
Jp.nuary
yards 46 inches wide, five buttons, serge is used; lt is for a girl of eight else la allowed on this right
18th and 19th.
periment with a half dozen or more) legitimate children living.
three yards sateen for lining 42 inches to ten years, and Is arranged In three
From all other points In Colobreeds.
rado, January 15th, 16th. 17th.
rals-ln- g
wide.
fiat plaits down back and front; a belt
A Matter of 8er
18th. mth and 20th.
Many who embark in poultry
The second would make up well in of light cloth Is taken under the plaits
Exhibitors only presenting
the
difference
Is
between
For
Whut
To Kill a Turkey.
think it la only a pleasant
certificate
signed by V. p.
Is
a
smart
and
also
to
Is
used
coarse-grainethe
It
col
serge,
at waist
asked
edge
firmness and obstlnscyt"
Those who are experienced,
The proper way to kill a turkey Is
Johnson, Denver, January Uth
and 14th.
style tor a little girt of eight to ten lar and cuffs. White felt hat trimmed to tie Its feet together, hang on a pole, however, know that Ilk Any other young lady ot ber fiance. "Firmness,'
S4, Itll.
Final Rctara Limit,
years. A panel la taken down front with black velvet ribbon.
then cut the throat and allow to bleed profitable industry, It requires akiU was bis gallant reply, "is a noble char
For full particulars, rates, train
and emerges Into a plait just below
Materials required: Three yards froolv TYrv nick, laetrtnr head n1 and experience. With these qualificaservice, ntc rail on Klo Grande Agent or
acteristic of women: obstinacy Is
address Krunlt WdW"h. Orn. P;ss. Aft
the waist; the lower part of sides and serge 48 Inches wide,
yard wlng on After p!cklng dlp tn hot tions there la money la It most
lamentable defeat in men." Stray Sto
DBNVBH, COLORADO.
ack art then plaited, and set to the light cloth.
ries.
water and then In cold.
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HELP THE HOSTESS

Greatest Trouble Seems to 3s That
Wind Blows In Spring Each Locality Must, to Large Extent,
Work Out Own Problems.
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election

S
that your final proof is corcommented at Abbot went in this precinct was greatly
rect,
description and also namos,
with Frof Huff at teacher in tavor ol statehood. Uut ot 94
a Monday
Report any error to us at once by
A fcood attendance was , reported
were cast 33 in

School

J. R. THOMAS,
Editor & Publisher,

tt.

The

1

registered 44 votes
it
was
a
cold,
though
day.
favor and li against.
- T. Sells bought a fat bog of
Keeter
and Maomi
paskel
Tom Gragg and buttered ,lt took their uncle, John Martin over
Monday.
to .Cuervo Saturday to take the
Messers
Huff and train for
EJgerto.n,
Dalhart, Texas.
Camahan were in Santa. Rosa
Duke Olivtnda, in ref eroooe to
Monday on business.
tbe poem in week before lam nue
Mr, Edgerton has obtained per it is the truth that hnrts. ' That's
mission to float bis filing from the abetter
discripiion of this cojnriy
Lt fever claim because be wan than any land agent ever gavo it
unable to get water.
and I can't see .why a man pub
....Mr. NichoUo- a- spent several
lishing that would be called a
week
last
of
one
days
hunting
knocker and
think the editor
his cows that bad strayed off but has done a
great thing by publishthe cow was found and returned
his
in
ing it
paper, A man could
Price's
son,
Tuesday by Mr,
ask all these old timers who have
Mrs
Ballew returned home been here for
years, one of them
from Okla.. Saturday,
would tell you 0110 thing and one
'
Mr. Crouse was
in our com another. I have been here for
pauaity Tuesday baying cattle,
years and years and it is hard f ,r
Old Hayseed.
all us old timers to tell the. truth
and nothing but tho truth,
sj iulp

it

letter,
to."..

be promptly attended
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election went off very
cjuietly ht re last Saturday' There
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the cooBtitbtion and
the constitution,
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A NEW INDUSTRY
Prom the Logan leader
. A.

sdjvv majorities
"receipt
merican

Manufacturing Company, stating
that they will purchase ten car
loft
of hear crass, or us it !
taramonly calhd, soap weed. They
waut tfis weed cut though tor
center, cut from th root and
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gressive league by progressive TUCUMCARl'S BROOM
Republican senators, representaFACTORY
tives, governors aad others an
to
organization, which will
Carter Smith went to Kl Pano
for
of
establishment
the
"fight
Monday night to make arrQije-inentauwtn
government"
popular
to place a large pan of tbe
nounctd We todar.
......
output of the new Tucumcan
Flaus for the new league, whioh
Broom Factory. ' 'Ihe El Paso
have been under way since the
ard Ariaonu market is now being
assembling of uongni; s, were con
supplied from factories at Omaha,
ec Deluded t a meeting here S it
Neb, which necessitates double
declaration
tirday nini. wbto
freight charges and long hauls,
it prlit ipKi was signed, a const i the
nianlactures being obliged to
wticn adbpted and (Beers elected
buy their corn in the south, ship it
iTBE I'RINC PIES T( BE ADVOCAT D
to Omaha, aim then rcstup the
''tbe tltttioti of Uwued .vai-- s hnished
product lo El P.iso and
senators 'by direut vote ef the
Southwestern cities.
Tucumari
people.
the
has
great advantage of home
"Direct priuiariss for the
grown broom corn, and short haul
of till tie ctie fill i'aIi,
trom factory to coasam rrc, and
"The direct election of delegatcan consequently supply this large
es to national conventions wit h
iieltt at in luh lo :r fi ;ure,
'h
tbe voter to
opportunity
lucumcari broom factory will
express his choice for president doubtless do an extensive busiatss
and vire president,
iacumusri Sun,
"Amendment to state cans'itu
tiers j iovidii g f 01 the initisuve,
If that "boy aviator" who's been
it htendrm sod recall.
performing down Cbarlenton, S,
"A thorough gsueral uoiruut L'.
kteps up nit gut he'll be a
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wonder time
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been back on their claims

Buxton Items

Wl,

'

V iil. Dorates Vljtt. Pedro OrtU
VitflUH ol Newkirk. N. M.
R. A. Prentice. Register.
04i55"
Firntpub. Oeoember. SO,

Manuel

Santio
1

Notije Fob

PBBMCATrox.

,

First pub Jan,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior.
U.S. IndOfliee at Snt Fa N. Met
,

Jin.' 9. 1811, .
Notice Is here brifiven th.t John L. Musgii
of i.oi Tanos. N. M. who on Deo. 11. lJ3
01SI7S f o r
o.
Ei trj
made Homesieinl
L.ots8, 4, tinrtElSWJ Bectiou l Township 9
"

The.OnWho Knows,

Itanire

Newkirk items

S3

hM

Metidian,'

,E,

Bled notice "of int.ention

to make Xinal
proof, to establish c'aitn to th 'apiJ
above described, before Geo. Sena.' U, i,
L'ind OomniUsioner at, barta Kos. N. M., aa
'
the7:hilay of March. 1911.
Clainmnt names as witnesses;
William J, Horslej. Hiram Hill 'David r.
Wijson, Wtilter It, lUtllff all of Los Tioos.

I

1,3

be

10

"Dm.

held;

. Cleobis Romero, warded at th.e
Penitentiary waa down on his

The fori
have any

Ooroteo Vis;il llof t'jarvo,,
Carciaof ;hape ito, n. m,
Manual

n't

burn dos

SEMI-WEEKL-

office-holde-

Lillie Lyle and brother
"Scorn and contempt should be Engine were in Cuervo Thumday
his if be does ill; Laws are nse. And also Mr. Allen Powers, Mi,
less unless you have , the right Bud Woodward Mr, Arnold and
men back of theia," Ex,
two ions,
Miss

HKMli

help you

Y

Galveston and DaUss, Tox.
Tho test newspaper and agricultural
Journal In the South. Contalna more
JUto, National and foreign newa than
any similar
the latest
market reports,publication,
a strong editorial page
nd enjoys a reputation
tho
throughout
",tlon.for fairness In all mattoro.
Specially edited departments Tor tho
farmer, tho women and tho children.
.

e

vo'e

aistisowlll

drew styl--

isuif ai a moderate
expsniobr keeping
yon posted en tho
latest fashions tu
rlothos and hits, 60

New Fashion Designs
lu each issue, Also
valuable information
on all home aud personal matters.
Only
tuc
year. Including
free pattern.
or scad
oSsssMswavsai for bee today
sample copy.
HcCsB faitanH will onabls you to make In
own home, with your own hands, clothingyour
for
yourself and children which will bs perfect
IB Stylo and fit.
Price none hichar n,.n it
.
j eenta. Send for free Pattern Catalogue.
Ws
Che Tea Fim Pnaotts fot
getting
friends.
among your
Rend for freo
Premium Catalogue end Cash Prise Offer.
;
w t
I rnsvcAucosrAHT. os a 20
it. nv rou
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FARM NEWS

FARBS

TEE
FOBIIHI
Tho special oarrlcultural feature of Tho
News consist chiefly of contributlono
of subscriber, whoso letters tn a prao,
...
ileal war voice tho laniim..)

sold

McCtl's

Enrinuo

N, M.

THE

olO'iv ada"

In
on t'losi
ranch several dayw lwfj week and
ot
sold some of him cattle while be
pure An encan blood.
was here.
Mr. Quintana . also

MAGAZINE.

r

1

.

for and
I have just learned today (Monagainst the
in
constitution
precinct 7.
day) that last Saturday, an electE.
was
F.
in Santa Rosa
Curry
was
in
held
our precinct at Mr.
ion
on
business,
home about eight Friday
Somebody's
W.
Groves went to L'
H.
miles from here for the purpose of
voting tor or against the consti- Tanos Tuesday.
Mrs. Uifbari Conri.l w k
tution. But it is too late now to
t h i wet k,
vote, maybe next election we will Montoya the fust
Jtsrn where it is to

.

'Now, now, now,
Just what's de use o' cussin'
When ye cau't change things a
mite?
N. M.
All dm fberlastin' fusnin'
Manuel R. Otero. Remitter
Nebber yet made en 'ting rijht.
Klrat pub Jan, ii).
Not coal land
Don't be ppilin vp vrt language
NOTICE FOR PUbUICATION.
or the Interior.
With such cheap John sort o' ware Coifed Department
States Land Office Saota Fe. N,
January 12 1911,
Cussin' nebber sabed de n ition.
'
Notice
Is
that
given
hereby
Florenclo Arellanes. Qardinof Itita Lopei.
Nor it nebber turned a hair.
demented of Chapertto, N. M,, who,' ,0
If 'twas right, 'ta.nt necessary,
Not. 9 BIS. mile H. B. No.
for NEi 9Wi aad
Don't be spiliu' ob ds air.
,aii iet Section
and Lotl Section
22T 11. N. Ranne
Quit j ore cussin', an1 yore fussin" 3ti. N. M, p, Meridian, has filed notice of tn
tention to make Final nre year Proof, to
an' yore nutphuraneous musBia' ob establish claim to the land above described
before Robt. L. M.ROij ir. s, CpuriC'o
de food ole English languie;
at hu Veas N M., on tho lOtk da; of
March 1911.
Come ucv, h lb i lictle cure.'
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ballot mi. 3 itu
rji l i:t i i' Apolinarto Alrawir, Francisco ArelliHM
42 votes

that tbe man wio wr.tes Joe Dobbins nt up b's new vr.ad
'
for the public press." he said, mill Wednesday.
'wither daily, weekly or periodical
Aden Keeter and daughter, Mae
is just as much a publio servant and John Martin went to Montoya
as is tbd public
He Thursday on business matters and
has as raucn power fir the public stayed over until Widay,

--

,

-

few days from Los Tanos,

1

To the Clipper.

feel

good.

J. 0
N .VJ

Sjflil

and

Meridian hits tiled notice of intention to make
final five
year
Proof, to establish clatrn
W.
C
of the land above described, before
Hawkins IT. 8. Commissioner, at Montoya.
N. M., on tbe 30th day of January 1911,

for a

about eighty bead ol steers
On the other hand election of
to Mr, Meeks the cow buyer of United StattH
Senaors by direct
A long list of other
Logan,
a
will
have
vote
prominent
depressing eJfect
Ben
Buxton
a
Bob
guests audedy
on the Senate whitewashing in.
caught large
among tnem
being Theodore Roosevelt, Micb- - vat in a trap last night.
duftry.
As news is scarce will do better
ard A Ballinger. Robert E. Perry
iSenator
taswi
Albert J. Bevsridue, next time,
Rattlesnake Pete,
Andrew Carnega Mayor Gaynor
and Charles Dana Gibson.
Ladies! Save Money and Keep in
Colonel Roosevelt wtt4 thy last
Style by Reading UcCall't
Haile Items
and
Magazine
Using McCall Patterns
of
the
ted
IP
and cueae Lyle hrlpt'd
speaker
evening.

"I

tlint
onHo, ,

given
M., who

nl-lone-

o

i

17376

h't

Representative Champ Clark,
tbe speaker-tbe of the house;
told the periodical publishers of
America at their annual dinner in
Mew York City tbe other
evening
thut h approved of them.
believe the editors and pub
libers of magazines are the great
est educators of our time." said
1 believe with
he.
Henry Ward
Beeclier, that we must educate
the people or go to the bad.
"If I had one prayer for the
Americau people, it would be that
every man would be so fiuca'ed
, to n ad his ballot und have
the
courage to vote according to hie
conscience. That education may
come from tbe schools' the news
papers or the tn igtzines,"

.,

Ieiuitment

Department of the Interior,
V.
Land Office at Tutumcari, N. J(.
Dec. 18, 11)10.
itH-el
Notice
tha
hereby
Adelaida Araspn of Newkirk. N. M .who. on
If. B. No. 8311,
1906, made
Sept. 11,
SerialNo 04355. foi'El. NEl. EJ SE'l. SwtWe'.
9 N
9 Towmhip
Rair' 85. E. N. !i.
P. Meridian ha' filed notice of intention to
tt.'
make
Final fiTe year
Proof.
eHtabllsh claim to the Ian I nboTe des ribetl
before George Sena
0, S. Oonoro'msioner.
Ht Sunta Row
If, M.. on the iSrd 4y of
'
.
January 101 1.
wltne.B.Hei:
Climant narneii
Pruetoso Ortii, itleanlo raon. Jos VrU.
to Simon Amgou. nil of Newkirk. ST. M.
It. A. Prentice. Korliter.

night at tbe monthly meeting of
Mrs. Davis and daughter
of
the Republican convention.
Haile visited with H. C, Loell
William S .Benuntt offered th and family one day last week.
rendu tton which says in part:
Mr. Nixon and family visited
"Wht-reas- ;
Tbe hig;h regard In with Mr, and Mrs. Nance lart
which President Taft has always Sunday.
been held throughout the country
StellaJVJoss
visited with
is daily
and
Lis
Florence
last Sunday.
increasing
the
with
Mis
Lucille
constant,
strength
people
Edgerton has a nice
25
new bicycle,
ly grows,.
That
each
district School started at Abbot last
"Resolved,
committee bo required to com Monday with Mr. Ed. Huff
mence at onee active work fot teacJicr.
Wni Edgetton, G T. Corinack
I9I2 upon tbe assumption that
our campaign will be bassed upon and V. M. Huff .were iu Santa
cur achievements as Republicans Rosa on business.
and that our nominee for Presi
It is reported that Wm. Edger.
dent will be William H. Taft
ton
has
bought the JDelbt-r-t
384
Shield place.

ot

0ROANZli.
Washington, Jad 22 -- Organ-,

1912 ENDORSED

as

put.

pjew ork. Jaa. so, A resoluAbbot Valley.
us all (John Robinson)
FOLLOW Es
tion iudorsing President Taft as
Mrs.
ballew came home Sat
Joe Obanon and family went
the candidate t the Republican after a month's visit with her sous
Los Tanos Saturday,
Majority Majority
in I9I2 was adopted last in
Chickasha, Oltla,
Fcr Against party
Colven Ranch and 5Vifo have Notcoailand

Curry
Colfax
Dona Ana
thoroughly dritd before bailing.
Eddy
Ibey will pay $8 0 per ton. free Grant
on board tbe cars at Logan and to
Guadalupe
be 34,000 pounds to a car.
Luncoln
Witb the abundant supply of
Luna
beat gtais which grows up in tbr
McKinley
country,w believe this is a preiy
Mora
While an
good propiiitioa,
Ott ro
expect to reap a fortune at
J;s, bit, W ate certain that it Rio Arriba
wilt give a chance to make Rood
Roosevelt
wages st'each car as soon as
bandoval
bring the nuat little sum of Sail
Jaun
Sun Miguel
Let the farmers get busy and
ganta Fo
look into this proposition,
Mr.
Sierra
8hollnbui'gri will be glad to g.vo Socorro
further lntormailou or da anything
Taos
he can to help this Industry.
Torrance
'
"TT " ' V:
W
Union
PROGRESSIVE REPUBLICANS
Valencia
yon-cann-
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TCE CEMIRY FACE
Publlshsd once a weelc, Is a maaaatno
or loess of the home, every one tho
contribution of a woman reader of Tho
News about farm life and matte ro of
general interest to womon.

TEE CHILDREN'S PA6E
onoe a week and Is 1
letters from the bos and
read the paper.
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